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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Man has "polluted" natural water courses to such an extent that in 

many cases the oxygen reserves necessary to maintain the normal plant-animal 

balance have been seriously depleted. Oxygen depletion occurs directly 

through chemical reaction when reducing agents are allowed to enter a stream 

or indirectly through the oxygen demand of micro-organisms which thrive on 

the organic material in effluents. Many situations could be alleviated by 

controlling the quantity and quality of effluent discharged into a river. 

Before such control can be effectively established the two parts of the problem 

must be understood: the nature and quantity of pollutants added, and the 

nature and quantitative effects of the factors governing the mass transfer 

process of atmospheric oxygenation. 

It was the purpose of the present work to design a flowing aeration 

system which would hopefully simulate natural stream conditions, and to in

vestigate some of the factors affecting tne mass transfer process of oxygen 

dissolving into "clean" water. This would establish a base case for further 

study on the effects of surface active agents, wind velocity, air temperature, 

and other factors on the reaeration process. The effects of average stream 

velocity and temperature were to be investigated in some detail. Experiments 

were also performed to test the applicability of the apparatus to studies on 

the effects of surfactants. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review --
_{&_Theo re ti ca _l__ Deve 1 opments 

Adeney and 8ecker (1919) demonstrated that the rate of oxygen 

transfer into water is directly proportional to the dissolved oxygen 

deficit: 

~·1here: 

( 1 ) 

K2 is the overall mass transfer coefficient, and 

D is the difference between the oxygen concentration 
present and tne concentration at saturation. 

The ~deney and Becker equation may be written in terms of oxygen con-

centrations: 

dC = K2 (Cs - C) 
dt 

where: C is the concentration of dissolved oxygen, and 

Cs is the oxygen concentration at saturation. 

(2) 

The two-film qas absorption theory of Lewis and Whitman (1924) 

postulated the existence of adjacent, stagnant gas-liquid films at the 
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interface formed by the two phases. They reasoned that the surface of 

the liquid film was substantially saturated with the solute qas and that 

it was this liquid film which controlled the mass transfer process in 

the form of steady state molecular diffusion. The equation describing 

the mass transfer across the liquid film may be written: 

N = 1 dm -- (3) 

or expressed in terms of concentration chan~e: 

dC As 
K -- (C - C) 
l v s 

(4) 
dt 

where: N is the rate of mass transfer per unit time per unit 

area, 

As is the area across which the mass transfer can take 
p1ace, 

KL is .the mass transfer coefficient {which must be 
distinguished from K2), 

V is the volume of the liquid, and 

m is the mass of solute gas. 

The Lewis and Whitman two-film theory results in the relationship: 

D 
K = _P. 
L l 

where: J is the molecular diffusivity of the gas, and 
m 

L is the thickness of the stagnant liquid film. 

(5) 
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It is, perhaps, at this point that a matter of apparent confusion 

among oast authors as to the basic parameter to be evaluated in aeration 

systems should be noted. Consider the relationship which follows from 

equations (2) and (4): 

wnere: 

A 
K =K -2..:Ka 
2 L V L H 

As 
a is the specific area given by a = ~-

V V 
H is the ~ean depth given by H = ~ 

As 

and 

Further, many authors have found it convenient to convert 

(6) 

in tegra t~d forms of equation:; tc tPrms of common logarithms. 1 ower case 

letters then being used to define coefficients. Then: 

and (8) 

where: k2 and kl are the respective coefficients to the base 10. 

Throughout the literature researchers have expressed mathematical models~ 

and developed theories of mass transfer in terms of k2 or K2 which implicitly 

encompass the surface to vo1ume ratio. Repeatedly, in the discussions 

of these papers one or more of the critics have pointed out that the basic 

parameter is KL. In particular, Dobbins (1964) noted that the literature 

indicates a variation in k? values of approximately five hundred fold, ... 
while in KL the variation is of the order of ten fold. Hm>1ever, it must 

be recognized that, in many instances, especially in stream reaeration studies 



the surface to volume ratio cannot be evaluated accurately~ consequently 

k2 or K2 must be utilized. 

Higbie (1935) abandoned the Lewis and Whitman film concept and 

proposed a model in which the interface is continuously replaced by 

eddies. The problem then became one of unsteady state molecular transfer 

controlled by molecular diffusivity and the time of exposure of the ele-

ments at the interface. Fick's law is the basic equation for the rate 

of transfer of a gas into solution by molecular diffusion. It may be 

written as: 

at 
IJ 
m ay 

ac (9) am --... - -

where: aC/ay is the concentration gradient in the direction 
normal to the interface. 

For the case of unsteady state where the concentration gradient is also 

changing with y, the rate of concentration increase witl1in an elemental 

volume is then given by: 

arn ac -=---:.::- ( 10) 
ayat at 
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With the assumptions that the diffusivity was constant. the liquid depth, 

infinite, and that heat, surface, and dilatation effects were negligible, 

Higbie showed that the solution to equation (10) resulted in the relationship: 

( 11) 



where: t is the time of exposure of a surface element. 

Danckwerts (1951) took Hiqbie's hypothesis one step further by 

defining the age distribution of the liquid surface. The average rate of 

absorption was assumed to be uniform over the surface area and the liquid 

surface elements were assumed to be randomly and continuously replaced 

i.>y those arising from the turbulent motion of the body of the fluid. 

Then for any given unit area of surface the age distribution ranges from 

zero to infinity. The aqe distribution is defined by a function f(t) 

6 

in which f(t)d(t) is the fraction of area having ages between t and t + dt. 

It was shown that: 

f ( t) = re-rt ( 12) 

where: r is the avera~e rate of surface renewal with dimension 
time-1• . 

Using this approach Oanckwerts found that when the dissolved oxygen 

concentration throuqhout the body of water of infinite depth is uniform 

one could derive the following relationship: 

1. 

K = (D r) 2 

L m ( 13) 

The disparity between the two-film concept of Lewis and Whitman 

{KL varies directly with Om) and the penetration theories of Hiqbie and 

Danckwerts (KL varies direct1y with ~ ) was apparently resolved by 

Dobbins (1956). He suggested that the stagnant liquid film may be assumed 

to maintain its existence in a statistical sense no matter what the mixing 

conditions. The film is considered to be dlways present but its composition 



is continuously changed by the eddies rising to the interface from the 

bulk fluid. Dobbins incorporated the age distribution function of 

Danckwerts for the surface film and substituting this function for the 

7 

unit area implied in Fick's law -- equation (9), with subsequent integration 

between the limits t = O and t = ~, he obtained: 

am .-rt {~c) dt 
\1 y y=O 

( 14) 
at 

and 

am = _ 0 r (d~} 
at m Jy y=O 

(15) 

where: C is the Laplace transform of C. 

For unsteady state the basic equation is Fick's law -- equation (10): 

ac - - - D 
m 'CJy 

The boundary conditions which are applied during the time of oxygen 

transfer are: 

when: 

where: 

t = 0 c = c 
0 

at: 0 < y < L 

t > 0 c = cs y = 0 

t :,... 0 c = c y :: l 
0 

C is the initial oxygen concentration in the bulk liquid. 
0 

In the distance y = 0 to y = L the diffusion is molecular; below 

y = Leddy diffusion controls. •~hen equation (10) is multiplied bye-rt 



and integrated with respect to t between t = 0 and t = ~ the result is: 

ac (16) 
at 

Applying the boundary conditions it was shown that: 

ac ~ (rL
2 )lz - = ( D r) co th -

at m D 
m 

{17) 

Comparing equations (17) and (4) we have: 

( 18) 

The significant property of this equation is that at lo\.'1 values of the 

averaae rate of renewal {stagnant surface) KL approaches the Lewis and 

Whitman model: 

At high rates of surface renewal (turbulent conditions} the mass transfer 

coefficient, Kl, approaches the Oanckwerts' description: 

L 

K = (0 r)"2 L m 

The implicit assumption to this point has been that the control 

of the mass transfer process under consideration is at the surface of 

the liquid. This can be justified by examining the continuity equation: 

am (19) 
~t 
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is the concentration gradient through the gas film 

at the interface, 

is the coflcentrati on gradient through the 1 iqui d 

film, 

is the concentration gradient through the body of 

the liquid below the film, 

OG is the molecular diffusivity of the gas through 
the gas film, 

0 is the molecular diffusivity of the gas through m 
the liquid film. and 

DE is the eddy diffusivity of the gas through the 
body of the liquid. 

For sparingly soluble gases such as oxygen it has been shown that 

both OG and OE are ordinarily larger than Orn by a factor of approximately 

106• Thus the resistances of the gas film and the body of the liquid 

rnay be considered negliqible. 

An entirely different physical mechanism for the mass transfer 

problem has been proposed by Kishinevski (1955). Abandoning the film 

concept completely he asserted that the absorption process is controlled 

bv turbulent diffusion, assuming that the surface layer is completely 

and instantaneously saturated with solute gas. Although Kishinevski states 

that molecular diffusion plays no part in the process, the proposed 

formula: 

1 am --- -
A at 

1 

,1\t 

~t 

J 
0 

iJ • 
1 (~' dt Y}y=O 

(20) 
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includes an effective diffusivity, Di, that must incluae the effects of 

molecular diffusion at the interface. 

{B)~de~s for KL ,_and the Influence of Temperature and Surface Contamination 

with the aid of the physical theories developed since the time 

of Adeney and Becker (1919} researchers have developed mathematical models 

for KL in terms of readily measurable stream parameters to assess the 

assimilative capacity of streams. Along with these models in terms of 

hydraulic characteristics, the influence of temperature, organic pollution 

and surface active agents on the mass transfer coefficient also required 

definition. 

Streeter and Phelps (1925) were the first to apply the orinciples 

developed by Adeney and Becker (1919) in the study of stream reaeration, 

Equation ( 1) was extended to the form: 

dD -- {21) 
dt 

which when integrated gives: 

(22) 

where: B is the remaining oxygen demand, 

B 
0 

is the ultimate first stage or carbonaceous oxyaen demand, 

Kl is the deoxyqenation coefficient, and 

D 
0 

is the initial oxygen saturation deficit. 
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It is to be noted that equation (22) cannot be used to predict 

reaeration rates although field data can be used to calculate the overall 

reaeration coefficient K2. As pointed out by Streeter (1926) the value 

of K2 from equation (22) will probably be too low when applied to streams 

which have dissolved oxygen deficits due to organic pollution which has 

collected on the stream bed. A 1 arge portion of the oxygen absorbed 

will be withdrawn from the solution almost immediately and thereby fail 

to be accounted for in terms of reserve oxyqen or biochemical oxygen 

demand. Also, as noted by Churchill et i!]_ (1962) other serious sources 

of error in the application of equation (22) include experimental measure

ment of velocity within the stretch of stream, determination of the dissolved 

oxygen applicable to each mass of water studied, and the determination of 

the car!:>onaceous oxy!len demand. 

~treeter and Phelps (1925) also suggested a form of mathematical 

model to predict the mass transfer coefficient from hydraulic considera-

tions alone. \forking with data of 1914, 1915 from the Ohio River the 

writers found that the observed data was closely approximated by the equation: 

(23) 

where: U is the average velocity of the stream in feet per 
second, 

h is the mean depth of the stream above extreme low 
water level in feet, 

c• is a proportionality constant, 

n is a constant, and 
-1 K2 has units of days • 
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The values of c• and n are constants only for a given stretch of river and 

depend on the turbulent flow regime. Although the empirical relationship 

is valid for a given situation, a reaeration coefficient must be detennined 

)n situ to define the constants of the relationship. Consequently the 

practical application of the equation is limited. Many of the subsequently 

established relationships have the same form as equation (23). Krenkel 

and Orlob (1962) questioned this form of relationship, explaining that 

velocity alone cannot account for the absorption phenomenon since systems 

of the same average velocity rni~ht have completely different turbulence 

characteristics and thus entirely different mass transfer properties. 

Streeter (1926) utilized the substantial body of laboratory data 

available to estimate the effect of temperature on the mass transfer 

coefficient and developed the formulation: 

where: T is the temperature in degrees Centigrade, and 

e = 1,0159, is the temperature coefficient. 

(24) 

The relationship indicates a geometric increase in K2 at a rate 

of 1.59 percent per degree Centigrade. 

To substantiate the earlier theory, Streeter, Wright and Kehr (1936) 

set up two lab scale recirculation channels. Equation (24) was substan

tiated in form but the constants were found to be vastly different. In 

the larger of the two systems, recirculation was effected by a boat 

propeller in one re~ion of the channel. 
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Krenkel and Orlob (1962) noted that much of the oxygen transfer 

~"Jould probably have taken place at the point of energy input to the system. 

In this study by Streeter et~ (1936) the temperature effect \'1as re

evaluated and the va 1 ue of a was found to be 1.047. In tile Proqress 

Report of the A.S.C.E. (1961) it was noted that the data of these experi

ments showed little basis for their use in the determination of tile 

temoerature coefficient e. For instance the data for experiments in 

which the temperature varied between l0°c and 20°c were plotted as 15°c. 

The paoer also noted that surface contaminants in aeration systems 

apparently lowered the mass transfer coefficient. 

From this time, 1935, onward many extensive studies were carried 

out on the effect of surface active aoents (surfactants) on the mass 

transfer coefficient. Notable among these were studies by Kehr (1938), 

Holroyd and Parker (1952), Lynch and Sawyer (1954), Downing and Truesdale 

(1955), Downing et~ {1957), and Maney and uarlage (1968). Kehr (1938) 

found that severe depressions in K2 resulted when 30 percent sewage was 

added to water and that varying degrees of deoression occurred with the 

addition of different surfactants. Lynch and Sawyer (1954) reported that the 

different American synthetic detergents displayed vastly different 

frothing characteristics and varying degrees of mass transfer suppression 

when added to water in concentrations of 50 mg/l. Holroyd and Parker (1952) 

concluded that at very high and very low turbulence levels surfactants 

had little effect on the mass transfer process while in the middle 

ranges of turbulence drastic reductions in KL resulted when the surfactant 
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concentration was approximately 100 mg/l. These writers further suggested 

that the effect of surfactants may be thought of as resulting from the 

additional resistance added to the resistance of the surface film of 

clean water. This suggested an expression of the form: 

R - - = 
1 + --- {25) 
KLS 

\·1here: R = l/KLT is the total resistance to oxygen transfer, 

l/KLC is the resistance due to the surface film of 
clean water, and 

1/KLS is the resistanca due to the surfactant layer. 

Downing and Truesdale (1955) and Uowninq ~~ (1957} reported drastic 

reductions in Kl with additions of very small quantities of surfactants. 

For example, the reduction was in the order of 50 percent with the 

addition of 1.0 mg/1 of a1kylbenzenesulphonate. In these reports the 

general conclusions were that surfactants decrease KL by an amount which 

depends on their concentration, on the initial mass transfer coefficient 

in clean water, and on the manner in which tne water is agitated. Maney 

and Barlage (1968) discussed the surface chemistry involved when surfactants 

are added to aqueous systems. The reduction in mass transfer is explained 

as resulting from two distinct mechanisms: 

{l) covering of the surface film layer thereby blocking 

dissolution sites at the interfacP. or distorting intermo1ecular 

forces between the gas and water s11rface molecules, and 
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(2) increasing surface viscosity, depressing ~drodynamic inter

face activity and forming a viscous hydration layer. 

The mechanism responsible in a given situation was reported to depend on 

the physiocnemical characteristics of the surfactant molecule. Extensive 

well-controlled laboratory experiments were carried out to support their 

thesis. 

A paper of major influence in the study of the reaeration was 

presented by O'Connor and Dobbins (1958) . i3ased on theoretical considerations 

of turbulence and the Dobbins (1956) equation for KL: 

these writers developed a semi-mechanistic model for the prediction of KL in 

terms of easily measurable stream parameters. They assumed that for practical 

cases the coth term of e1uation {18) was equal to unity; thus reducinq 

equation (18) to Danckwerts equation (13): 

1. 
K = (D r\ 2 

L m / 

O'Connor and Dobbins reasoned that the rate of surface renewal at the 

interface could be written 

r = (26) 

where: ,;;r-is the root mean square of the vertical velocity 

fluctuations, and 
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~ is the Prandtl's mixing length near the surface. 

Then for non-isotropic turbulence (the case in which definite shear and 

velocity oradients exist) the writers showed that~ with tl1e use of Prandtl 's 

mixing length hypothesis and von Karman's universal logarithmic velocity 

law for pipes one could write: 

where: S is the slope of the channel, 

k' is von Y.armon's constant, 

g is the acceleration due to gravity, and 

9u is the veiocity qradient of the flow. 
dy 

(27) 

Substituting the value of r frorr. equation (27) into equation (13), results 

in: 

(28) 

l- l 

where: C' = [c:(1/(k 1 )'"J. 

For isotropic turbulence (the case in which shear and velocity oradients 

are negligible) the writers assumed that the measurements of Kalinske 

(1943) were generally applicable. That is that: 

ff'" tJ.1 u 
-= ·---

t \J,l H 



Then: 

r = ~ 
H 

Substituting into e~uation (13) one obtains: 

K = ~~ 2 
( 

u )'-· 
L H 

(29} 

{30} 

As pointed out later by O'Connor (1958) equation (30) was the most 

qenerally app1icab1e and equation (23) could be discarded. To verify 

the physica1 theory as described by equations {18) and (13) the.writers 

conducted experiments in whicti water in a fixed vessel was agitated 
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by a vertically oscillatinq lattice-work of screens. They found that the 

overall reaeration coefficient k2 varied linearly with the square root of 

the frequency of oscillation. The avera9e rate of surface renewal, r, was 

oresumed to be proportional to the frequency of oscillation (rpm). 

Experi111erits by f>owninq and Truesdale (1955) and r1etzger and 

Dobbins (1967) indicated th~t the reaeration mass transfer coefficient 

varied linearly with frequency (rp111) of aqitation. Tile results of the 

latter study were obtained from an aoparatus which was apparently very 

similar to the equipment of O'Connor and Uobbins (1953). 

Another significant contribution to the literature was made by 

Churchill, Elmore and uuckingham {1962). These writers reasoned that 

the development of the O'Connor and Dobbins (1956) relationship for the 

average rate of surface renewal: 

du r '2 -

dy 

is fundamentally incorrect because: 



"equal velocity gradients do not necessarily indicate 
equal states of turbulence". 

The writers also noted that in previous stream studies: 

(1) the oxyqen deficits in the reaches investigated were due 

to decomposing organic material, 

(2) the contributions of oxygen from photosynthesis were 

neglected, 

(3) some of the streams may have contained surfactants, and 

(4) stream geometries and flow rates were variable. 

To eliminate these sources of error the writers studied reaches of rivers 

in which the water was relatively unpolluted, the oxyrien deficits 

resulting from prolonged stora~e at depth in reservoirs. The flows 

from the reservoirs were contro11ed at constant rates and only reaches 

where the river geometries remained approximately constant were investi-

9ated. Using dimensional analysis and multiple regression tecnniques 

Churchill et al (1962) aeveloped nineteen predictive equations for the 

mass transfer coeffic;ent which had approximately the same correlation 

coefficient. The favored expression was: 

U0.969 
k2 = s.026 

H l .673 

or approximately, in terms of KL: 

Kl = 11 ,565 UiH 213 

(31) 

(32) 
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It should be noted however, that equation (32) is dimensionally incorrect, 

and that even within the reaches studied by the writers, geometric 

variations in stream cross-section were inevitable. In their work the 

authors reported the temperature coefficient, e, to be 1.0241 -- based on 

extensive laboratory studies. Another point of merit in the work of 

Churchill et al is that the values of the oxygen saturation concentration 

were determined in ~itu, thus avoiding errors caused by assuming the 

"Standard Methods" ( 1965) saturation values whicn have since been shown to 

be in error (Isaacs and Gaudy (1968) and Douglas (1964} ). 

Proctor {1969) and Isaacs and Gaudy (1968) applied dimensional 

analysis and multiple regression techniques on data obtained from different 

types of laboratory scale char.nels to derive predictive eq~ations for the 

mass transfer coefficient. ~foen reduced to terms of KL Pro-:tor's (1969} 

equation can be written: 

(~
.2 \ 

I( = 2. 650 · n: 
L R' 

(33) 

where: R' is the !1ydraulic radius. 

It should be noted that the practical application of this equation would 

be limited, due to the difficulties in evaluating ~ Isaacs and Gaudy 

(1968) reported: 

K = 7 ,031 ~ 
l H'Z 

(34) 

in which the constant represents the functional group: 



where: v is the kinematic viscosity. 

The exponents for U , v and g were assigned so that the functional group m 

would describe the effects of temperature according to Churchill 1 s (1962) 

value of the temperature coefficient (e = 1.0241). The writers also 

presented a correlation for the data of Churchill et .!.l (1962): 

Kl = 8 • 6 11 -~-
H;; 

(35) 

which they believed was valid for natural stream data. 

In the paper presente<.l by Isaacs, McCorkle and Lorang (1970} 

it \'1as reported that Isaacs, Chulavachana and Bogart (1969) obtained: 

- u 
'\ : 6 .524 -r, 

Hi 
( 36) 

Eriuation (36) was developed using an experimental apparatus similar to 

that of Isaacs and Gaudy (1968) and resulted from a composite analysis 

of data obtained by varyinq the degree of channel rouqhness. Further, 

the paper (Isaacs et ~l (1970) ) reported tnat il study by Isaacs and Maag 

(1969) emoioying the data of Ch1;rchi1l et al (1962) recorrrnended the 

following relationship: 

where: 

KL = 6,863 cps (37) 

~ ~ l .05, is a dimensionless velocity coefficient for 
s 

their channel, and 
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•v = 1.16, is a dimensionless cross-section snape 

coefficient. 

The experimental work of Isaacs et al (1970) resulted in the followinq 

equation for K.: 
L 

u 
KL= 6,750 ~s ~v ;:; 

H 

wnere: ~s ~v = l.0907 for their channel. 

(33) 

Equations {35), (37) and (38) were apparently developed with 

the?. _p_tj~or~ assumption that the functional form of equation (34) was 

the most suitable. The approximate agreement between equations (37) 

(fror.i stream data) and (38) (from laboratory data) sugnests that the 
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factors <tis and ~v may account for geometry and velocity profile variations. 

f\s can be seen fro1n these studies, the nature of the temperature 

dependency of KL is uncertain. \~ilile Streeter (1926) showed that the 

dependency could be written in the form of equation (24), writers who have 

aqreed with this formulation (geometric increase with temperature) have 

differed in ti1e value which they i1ave assigned to the temperature coefficient 

Streeter (1926): G ~ 1,016 

Streeter et al (1936): 9 -:: 1,047 

Churchill _et ~(1962): e = 1.0241 

Other writers reported the temperature dependency to be linear (Downing 

and Truesdale (1955), Downinq et a_l (1957) ) and variable with mixing 

conditions. The A.S.C.E. report (1961) resulted in en1.1orsement for the 

qeometric relationship and, based on well-controlled laboratory experiments, 



reported the temperature coefficient e to be l ,0241. Since this report 

(1961) other writers (Dobbins (1964), Metzger and uobbins (1967} ) 
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have suspected that 6 is not a constant at all but varies with the level 

of turbulence and temperature. Metzger (1963) showed that based on the 

experiments of Metzger and Debbins ( 1967) and on the author• s own results. 

the suspected variation was indeed true. Metzqer also demonstrated that 

this variation in the temperature coefficient is predicted by Dobbin's 

equation (18). Metzger (1967, 1968) and Dobbins (1964, 1967) have proposed 

mechanisms to explain the Dobbins equation (18): 

( )

L 
') 2 

1~ rl '-
K = {D r} ~ coth ------
L m u 

m 

Theoretical models for r and L were developed through consideration of 

turbulence-energy relationships, Dobbins (1964) reasoned that turbulent 

eddies are created at the channel bottom and drift into the main body of 

the stream where they are broken to a smaller size by inertial forces. 

The upper limit of the eddy size is equal to the scale of the main flow 

(depth of flow) and the lower limit is determined by rate of dissipation 

of energy and viscosity, It is mainly through the small eddies that 

kinetic energy is converted into heat. Larger eddies transfer most of 

their energy to the smaller eddies of higher fr·equency~ the process 

being repetitive until the limiting small scale is reached. t.-Jithin the 

smallest eddies the flow is no longer turbulent and the predominant forces 

are molecular. According to the Kolmogoroff Similarity Principle (con

sidering possible variables involved and satisfying dimensional requirements) 

the lower limit of the scale of turbulence is proportional to {v3/E)
14 

and 
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is independent of the initial eddy size. E represents the rate of energy 

loss oer unit mass of water, and v is the kinematic viscosity. ~Y similar 

reasoning the velocity scale for the smallest eddies is proportional to 
L 

(vEr4 and by combining the previous two expressions the frequency of the 
L 

smallest eddies is shown to be proportional to (E/v}'2
• The source of 

energy for the flow orocess as a whole is equal to the rate of loss of 

potential energy per unit mass of liquid. Mathematically: 

E ::: SUg 

Although the above relationships for the lirnitin9 size, velocity, and 

frequency may hold for the body of the fluid, they must be modified when 

applied to surface layers. Auditional molecular forces and specifically 

surface tension '.1, must be overcome in order to accomplish surface 

overturn. The rate of enerqy expenditure per unit ~ass required to overcome 
) ') 

surface tension snou1d be proportional to \l0L'-/:_)l,,;. This energy must be 

supolied by, and may be assumed to be proportional to, the turbulent 

energy per unit mass of liquid in the vicinity of the surface: E
5

, 

Transforming proportionalities into equation form the following relation

ships can be written: 

r - C - 1 
v 

(39) 

If Es can be assumed proportional to the rate of energy dissipation of 

the fluid as a whole: 

(40} 



( 41) 

or 

( 42) 

In equation (42) L is shown proportional to the size of the smallest 

eddies. Consequently l cannot be considered an invariable but rather 

an effective film thickness, that is, the effective value which offers 

the same resistance to gas transfer as occurs in the actual process. 

Further! 

(43) 

or 
c5 p\,3/4E3/4 

r = -- ~-- (44) 

(C4)3 a 

2 CS ov'/4E1/4 
rl = --- (45) 

C 4 cr 

3 ov3 
rl "' c5 ·-- (46} 

" 
where: o is the density of the water. 
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It is important to note that rL 3 depends only on fluid properties and thus 

is a constant for a given temperature and pressure no matter what the 

mixing conditions. As previously stated, thP. basic aifferential equation 

describina the mass transfer process is equation (4): 
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dC 
~-

A 
K i (C - C} 
L V s dt 

However, if tne surface area cannot be evaluated the following relationship 

is used to facilitate the handling of experimental data: 

A = C A s A o (47) 

where: A
0 

is the horizontal projection of the actual surface 

area and 

CA is the proportionality constant, 

The following equations follmv from equations (4) and (47): 

• 
KL = KL /CA (48) 

r = '/C 2 r /\ (49) 

L = CL' A (50) 

rL2 = r 1 (L 1
}
2 (51) 

rL3 = r 1 (L 1
)
3JC 

A 
(52) 

The values designated by the primes are apparent values of the corresponding 

variables. To verify the proposed theory, experiments were carried out 

with a number of different gases. The absorption vessel was cylindrical 

with agitation provided by a vertically oscillating mechanism. By running 

the absorption experiment under identical conditions of temperature and 

aqitation for two qases of different diffusivities the values of r' and L' 
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could be calculated from equation (18): 

The calculations were carried out by inserting n~asured values of KL and the 

known diffusivities into equation (18} for nitrogen and helium and then 

solving the two equations simultaneously, The result of this analysis indi-

cated a consistent relationshio between r' and l' independent of the mixinri 

conditions, that is. a given value of r' ~'las always accompanied by the same 

va 1 ue of L' . This derrions trated that they v1ere both contra l1 ed by the same 

factors as is indicated by equations (39) through (46). From the experi

mental results Dobbins {1964) obtained c
5 

= 14.3, and from analysis of 

available laboratory and stream data: 

( \} L

1
;E r~ 

( 

3 1)2 
C4 = 0.65 + 15000 I (53) 

when Cr is riiven by: 
H 

(54) 

where: F is the Froude number. 

Equation (54) is an empirical equation based on the "experience'' of the 

author. 14ith these values of c5, c4 and CA the numerical values of rand 

L can be calculated and substituted into equation (18) to predict KL. 

Dobbins showed this correlation to be superior to the equations of Churchill 

et ~ (1962) and O'Connor and Uobbins (1958) for a t-lide range of stream and 

J abora tor.v data . 



The work of Oobbins (1964) i'las extended by Metzger and Dobbins 

(1967). Equations (44), (45) and (46) \/ere modified to account for the 

presence of surfactants, which decrease the surface tension a, and 
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~enerally also depress the value of KL. The equations as proposed by Dobbins 

( 1964) actua 11y pre di ct an increase in KL \1ith a decrease in surface tens ion. 

To revise the equations the writers introduced the concept of surface 

elasticity. The surface pressure p, (two dimensional, in the olane of the 

surface) was niven as: 

p=11 -CT
1 

0 
(55) 

where: ? is the surface tension of the clean portion, and 
0 '· 

c:' is the surface tension of the portion contaminated 
with adsorbed molecules. 

It is this surface pressure or the associated surface force which has a 

definite effect on surface renewal. When the value of surface pressure 

is used in conjunction with surface concentrations a two-dimensional 

compressional modulus M
5 

(dynes per centimeter) relative to clean \'later 

can be obtained from force-area curves. l·Jitn a development similar to that 

of Dobbins (1964) the writers derived the followinq expressions: 

M 2 s 
oV = 

x 

3 
r - C V C pV - 1-= 1·--

x M 
s 

(56) 

( 57) 
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Es 

r = 

= C2E 

M s 

C C 3/4C 3 3/4 E3/4 
1 2 3 p v 

M s 

L = c4 
( v 3 /E /i 

rL3 3 
pv 

= c ·-
5 M 

s 

where: v is the vertical component of eddy velocity, and 
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(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

{61) 

{62) 

(63) 

x is the depth of the surface reqion and must be distinguished 
from L, the effective film thickness. 

The value x represents the depth where resistance to surface overturn is 

extant and could be much less than the size of eddy. The coefficients c2 
and c4 are the same as those used by Dobbins (1964). The others are 

analagous to but numerically different than those of Dobbins. Equations (62) 

and (60) are identical with (42) and (40) respectively. Equation (61) is 

the same as Dobbins equation (43) with one notable exception -- M is found s 
in the denominator of (61) while a is found in (43). This is in qualitative 
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agreement with the observations that surfactants lower the rate of surface 

renewal r -- M increasinq with decreases in surface tension. Aosorption s -

experiments with an apparatus similar to Dobbins• were carried out, again 

with different gases (nitrogen, argon and oxyqen) in order to calculate the 

values of r 1 and L' from equation (18}. Hhen Kl 1 was plotted against the 

frequency of oscillation (rpm) a strai~ht line relationship held until the 

frequency reached the value at which the surface visibly rippled. Accordingly, 

it was concluded that up to this critical value of frequency the apparent 

mass transfer coefficient KL' was in actuality identical to the true value 

KL and that the deviation from linearity, after the critical frequency, was 

due only to increases in surface area given by the value CA (CA= A
5

/A
0

). 

A plot of CA versus rpm yielded a straight line for each mixing condition 

and a plot of CA versus KL' resulted in a sin9le curve. Consequently it 

was concluded that a value of KL' is always associated with a certain value 

of CA regardless of mixinq condition, The values r 1 (L 1
)
3 were found to be 

a constant (8.l x lo-5 cm3/min) for a qiven temperature until the surface 

began to ripple. The deviation from constancy was again attributed to the 

increase in surface area. Plots of r 1 (L 1
)
3, L' and r' versus temperature were 

in qualitative a(Jreement with equations (57) througr1 (63). 

Metzger (1968) reported that the value c5/Ms in equation (63) could 

be taken as equal to l. 3 sec2 /rrr.i for di sti 11 ed water as ive 11 as for water 

with surfactants in the concentration range reported for natural streams. 

Then the only impediment to the use of equation (18) as a predictive equation 

for KL is the determination of c4 in equation (62}. C4 is a constant which 

should be determined by the system or by a relationship such as equation (53). 
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The development of theories to describe the mass transfer process 

of oxyqen dissolution into a stream of water has culminated in the search 

for predictive models for the mass transfer coefficient KL. The following 

is a list of some of the previously cited models proposed for KL: 

l. O'Connor and Dobbins (1958): 

(30) 

2. Churchill et al {1962): 

(32) 

3. Proctor {1969): 

(33} 

4. Isaacs and Gaudy (1968) (for laboratory data): 

KL = 7 .031 -~ 
112 

(34) 

5. Isaacs and Gaudy (1968) (for stream data): 

(35} 



6. Isaacs et al (1969): 

u 
KL = 6.524 T 

H 2 

7, Isaacs and Maaq (1969): 

8. Isaacs et al (1970): 

9, Dobbins (1956, 1964, 1967} and Metzger (1967, 1968): 

i. ( rLum2_ ) \i KL = (D r)~ coth m 

\·1hen used with: 

3 3 pv 
rl = C. --

5 M 
s 

and 
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(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

( 18) 

It is interesting to note that only equations (30), (33) and (18) 

are dimensionally correct and only equations (30) and (18) were mechanistic 

in their derivation. Furthermore, equation (30) is only a special case of 

equation (18). Accordingly it must be noted that in equations (32) to (38) 

the units which must be used are: 

U: feet per second, 



H: 

KL! 

,Equations (34) 

form when the 

feet, and 

feet per day. 

through (38) can be presented in 

relationsllips are written as: 

KL = C , ( l)rn
1
-:, " - l / 6 0 - l / 6 ) U 

T, 
H -

a dimensionally correct 

(64) 

It must also be noted that equations (30), and (32) throu~n (38), are 

correctly expressed only when tl!e mea11 depth is the ratio of the actual 

surface area to volume. Excepr. for equations (30), (33} and (18) KL is 

expressed as a linear function of averaQe stream velocity. Metzq:?r and 

Dobbins (1967) showed that as 10110 a~ a linear dependence holdsi tne 

increase in surface area due to a')itation can be assurr.ed neql igible. 

Accordingly, the transformation of the equations from terms of k2 to 

terms of KL, the rnor~ fundamenta 1 ly inportant ;iaraJ11eter, appears to be 

rational. 

Some reasons for the variation in results of the studies on tne 

problem under consideration s110uld be mentioned. In the eariy stream 

studies oio1ogica1 action of oxyaen production and depletion were not 
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fully accounted for (Churchill et al, 1~62), surfactants may have been present, 

oxyqen concentrations were determined by the ~!inkler method (about 10~~ 

variability}, flow rates and stream ~eometries were variable, temperature 

control was lacking, and incorrect values of oxyqen saturation concentra

tion were used {see Isaacs and Gaudy (1968) for the importance of correct 

oxycien saturation values). The work of Churchill et al (1962} apoarent1y 
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overcame 010st of these difficulties. however variabi1ities in stream geometry 

could not have been completely eliminated. In laboratory work with mechani

cally aqitated fixeu hodies of water, conditions were so remotely related 

to natural streams that their application to the latter is questionable. 

Furthermore, some studies with l~boratory scale flowinq systems such as 

those of Isaacs and ~audy (1968) and StreP.ter, Wriqht and Kehr (1936) have 

been thought to inadequately reoresent stream conditions (ihackston and 

Krenkel, 1969, and (.renkel and Orlob, 1962). 

/\nother t.ype of correlation hos been oreserited by Krenkel and 

Orlob (1962) and Thackston aM i\renkel (1966) in which KL is related to the 

coefficient of lonaitudina1 dispersion which is determined by tracer con

centration stuaies. The desinn of the apparatus used in the present work 

could not be adaoted to such procedures because of its small scale. Con

sequently these corr1~lations i\lere not considered. 



CHAPTER 3 

Expe~_imenta 1 Appa!a tus and Techniques 

Q_)_ The Equipment 

The apparatus e1nployeJ was basically a small scale open channel 

h'i tn a c 1 osed rec ye le 1 oop and v1as erected in a con tro 11 eJ tempera tu re 

room. A pnotoqrapi1 of the essential features of tile equipment is given 

in Figure 1. Since t~e apparat~s was ~esigned for future application in 

the study of tile effects of surfactants special care was taken in choosing 

the materials of construction. Tl1ese included nylon, viton, teflon, 316 

stainless steel, glass (pyrex and IJ,V.F. oorosilicate), epoxy, neoprene and 

black rubber. ;~ith the exception of epoxy, neoprene anu rubber the above 

materials have been shown by Topp (1966) to oe extremely resistant to 

chemical breakdown. The only components composed of neoprene and rubber 

'1'/ere bottle stoppers which could !Je replaced 'uy newly marketed teflon

coated stoppers. Tne head chamber and impeller of the recirculation pump 

and the adhesive used in the entrance section were composed of epoxy. Tnere 

is a continuing search for more chemically inert materials for tnese appli

cations, 

The absorption or control section was a four foot length of Q.V.F. 

borosilicate glass pipe with four inch internal diameter through which 

water was recirculated at the half-diameter deptn. It was set in a nearly 

horizontal position. The entrance and exit sections are shown in the photo

oraphs of Fi0ure 2. Quarter-inch teflon sheet and viton 0-ring material 
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FIGURE 2: Entrance and Exit Sections 
36 

Entrance Section 

Exit Section 
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were used as dividers to restrict the water flow anJ to prevent the formation 

of an air-water interface outside of the control section. In both tne 

entrance and exit sections a nalf-inch diameter openinq alloweu atmospheric 

air to enter the contro1 section. The liquid flow was uniformly dispersed 

at the entrance by means of a "pack" of ten millimeter glass tubes about 

four inches in length. The tubes were held in place by a stainless steel 

mesh. 

The major portion of the recirculation loop was a Q.V.F. borosilicate 

glass ripe of one inch internal diameter. A twenty-six inch section of 

one inch outside diameter stainless steel tube was utilized to provide a 

heat exchange surface. The circuit as a \'mo le is shown in the schematic 

flow diagram of Fi~ure 3. 

The flow 1:1as provided Dy a variable discharge positive displacement 

pump (marketed by Cole-Parmer, maximum llischarge: 23 U.S. gal/min at 5 ft. 

head). Pump vibrations v1ere isolated from t:1e control section by means of 

teflon bellows inserted in the recirculation loop on botn sides of the 

pump, In addition, vibrations were absorbed by quarter-inch rubber cushions 

p 1 aced under the feet of tile pump stand wi1i cl1 was not itself in contact 

with the recirculation loop, 

In experi~ents a single stainless steel orifice piate (1/8 inch 

thickness) ·t1itfl a !2 inch orifice diameter \<1as utilized for flow measurement. 

This was found inadequate at very low flow rates -- when the average stream 

velocity in the control section was 0.1 ft/sec, the pressure differential 

across the plates was only 0,7 cm of mercury. A 5/16 inch orifice provided 

a pressure drop of 4.0 cm and was used for the low velocity runs. Single 
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mercury filled U-tubes were connected to the manometer openings via teflon 

nipples inserted in short teflon sections wnicn formed part of the recircula

tion loop on both sides of the orifice plate. The orifice plate calibration 

curves are presented in Appendix A. 

The heat exchanger consisted of ~ inch O.U. soft copper tubing 

wound around the stainless steel tube of the recirculation loop. The coolant 

was contained in a plastic cooler (about one cubic foot capacity) anri was 

kept at a low temperature by either ice or solid carbon dioxide. For all 

runs above five degrees centigrade ordinary ice and water provided sufficient 

1 . coo. mg. A.t five degrees centiqrade and at the hignest flow rate it was 

found necessary to employ a glycol-based antifreeze solution as a coolant 

to absorb the generated heat. For the otner flow rates at five degrees 

centiqrade, brine and ice were used. The cooler contents were continuously 

agitated by a variable speed i1igi1 torque laboratory mix.er. 

A t:1ermistor-based scanning ''tele-thermometer 11 (i1odel 47, Yel 1ow 

Springs Instrument Co.) was utilized in combination with a millivolt re

corder to provide continuous monitoring of temperature. In preliminary 

experiments three channels of the automatic scanning feature were used with 

two of the teflon-coated thermistor probes being inserted t11rough neoprene 

stoppers in tee sections on either side of the heat exchanger and one near 

tr1e center of the contro 11ed temperature room. The ambient room temperature 

was also indicated on a rotating circular recorder -- part of the original 

room equipment. No temperature difference was detected between the two 

points in the recirculation loop, anu tne room's temperature recorder was 

found to give accurate readings although it responded rather slowly to temperature 

changes. Consequently tne scanning mechanism of the tele-tilermometer was 
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not used with the temperature being monitored at one point only -- upstrea.m 

of the control section. Appendix o qives some details of the thermistor 

tele-thermometer as weli as calibration curves. 

In preliminary experiments the coolant flow l'/as controlled by a 

needle valve and short circuit throttling system. This required repeated 

opening and closing of the door to the controlled temperature room for valve 

adjustments during the experimental runs. The temperature variations within 

the loop could be kept to within ± o.s0 c, and the ambient room temperature 

v1ithin ± 5.o0c. This flow control system was replaced by a variao1e speea 

pump, which was electrically controlled from outside of the constant tempera

ture room. Tne temperature control improved consic.lerably. The smallest scale 

division on the tele-tllermometer recorder represented about 0,045°c and tne 

temperature within the loop did not vary more than half a scale division and 

never more than one ano a half divisions during a run. The room temperature vari

ations were normally less than 1.o0c and always less than 2,5°c. 

Other experimenta 1 difficulties encountered inc 1 ude<l i.Juob 1e formati uns 

at bends and under tne entrance and exit flow divider plates 1 and gradual de

creases in the flm'I velocity. tJoth conditions occurred only during experimental 

runs in wnich the average velocity in the control section was O.l ft/sec. The 

latter problem was overcome by adjustments of the recirculation pump in~eller 

during a run and the formu was assumed to have a negligible effect. 

The dissolved oxygen was continuously monitored v!ith CJ. lead-silver 

galvanic cell oxygen probe (Precision Scientific Co.) which has been 

described by Maney et a 1 { 1962). The probe which generates up to 15 m·i croamp:, 

(when used vti th a standard polyethylene membrane) was connected to a vnriaL>le 
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resistance voltage divider (zero to one thousand ohms). The voltage across 

the variable resistance which is directly proportional to the dissolved 

oxygen content was measured on a millivolt recorder. By adjustment of the 

variable resistance any degree of scale deflection could be obtained on the 

recorder for a given concentration of dissolved oxygen. 
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lB) Operating Techniques 

All of the components of the recirculation loop were thoroughly 

cleaned before assembling the apparatus; all glass, teflon, and viton 

pieces being rinsed several times in chromic acid. The assembled apparatus 

was also rinsed several times with distilled water before initiating the 

experimental runs. 

A 11 reaeration experiments were continued until the oxy0en con

centration remained unchanged for a period of about twenty minutes, at which 

time a condition of saturation was assumed. Tile completion of one experiment 

marked the start of tile calitJration procedure for the next. The thermostat 

of the controlled temperature room was set at tile value specified for the 

subsequent experiment and the temperature of the water was adjusted to t.he 

specified value by continuing the recirculation untier an increasea or decreased 

flow rate of coolant. \lhen thennal equilibrium was reached at the specified 

temperature the apparatus could be "turned off" and tile experi1'1ent continued 

at a later time or the calibration of the oxyqen probe could be starteJ 

immediately. In either case, t.1e water was recirculated until a saturated 

condition was again establis11ed for the specified temperature and tne D .o. 
probe recorder deflection was set at 90 percent of full scale by adjusting 

the variable resistance of the voltaqe divider. The current output of the 

probe was checked to insure that the minimum value recommended by the .nanu

facturer was equaled or exceeded. When the current output was too low, 

the probe was cleaned and the membrane replaced as outlined in the manu

facturer's manual. Next tile water was emptied from the apparatus anci the 

oxyqen probe placed in a beaker of distilled water to prevent it from drying 
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out during the deoxygenation procedure. 

In the following description of the deoxygenation procedure and 

experimental run the alphanumeric syrniJols refer to Figure 3, 

Initially all valve~ except valve V7 were closed, isolating the 

interior of the entire system from the atmosphere. Approximately nine 

liters of distilled water were addec.i to tile Jeoxy9enation chamber. Valves 

Vl, V2 and V3 were opened allowing nitrog~n gas (regular grade) to flow 

through ti1e en ti re apparatus and bul>iJ 1 e into the deoxy11ena ti on chamber 

through a fritted glass diffuser. T:·iis deoxygenation process was continued 

for approximately twenty minutes qivin3 a residual oxygan concentration of 

less than l .o mg/1 . Another lead-s i 1 ver oxyqen probe OP2, in ti'le deoxygena

ti on chamber indicated relative decreases in oxygen concentration durin:J the 

deoxyoenation process. This probe was neiti1er calibrated nor reriodically 

reconditioned. Jcfore stoppinq tile flo11 of nitrogen the oxygen probe OPl, 

was replaced in ti1e tee fitting. In removing tne stopper in t11e tee fitting 

some nitrogen escape<l but this outflmv preventeu the inflow of significant 

amounts of air. Valves Vl, V2 and V3 were closeo. Valves V4 anu V5 were 

opened and witn tile subsertuent openin~1 of valve V6 the water was uischarged 

under pressure~ from ti1e deoxygena t fon chamber into the reci rcu 1 a ti on 1 oop. 

The displaced gas was forced out through valve V5 and water seal wl. When 

the water level reached mid-diaraeter depth in the control section the valves 

were closed. Pump Pl was started at a !1iqh fiow rate to drive out any 

!Jubules which may i1ave accumulated at the bend fittinqs or under tne teflon 

divider plates of tnc entrance ant.I exit sections. foe pump was stopped 

and the water level was readjusted to exactly tile nalf-diameter dept11 by 
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adding a small additional amount of 11ater from the deoxy!lenation cham!Jer. 

The pump \'las restarte<l and the flow rate adjusted to proviae the <lesireJ 

average velocity in the control section. Ti1e variable speea peristaltic 

coolant pump, P2, was started ana its speeo adju~ted to bring the temperature 

of the water to the desired level. Hnen thermal equilibrium "'as establisheo 

at the desired ter1perature by readjustments of the coolant pumr speed, the 

stoppers Sl and S2 were removed exposing the liquid surface in the control 

section to the atmosphere. The concentration of oxy9en in ti1e water ~"as 

continuously monitored on recorder l!l, as was the temperature on recorder 

K2. During the run, tne temperature recorder ttas continually observed and 

when the temperature plot began to show a deviation from desired level the 

flow rate of the coolant was adjusted ~Y rheostatic contra: of coolant pump 

speed to bring the temperature back to the required level. The pump speed 

control box C(j, and recorders Rl anu R2 were situated outside tcie controlled 

temperature room so that once tile experiment haa been started ti1e <loor of 

the room could usua1iy be kept closeJ and the room isolated from exterior 

thermal conditions. As mentioned previously, the experiment was continueei 

until the saturation level was reached. 

After the run a JIJO ml sample was removed from tile recirculation 

loop for measurement of surface tension and organic carbon content. Then 

the temperature conditions were changed and the oxy(]en probe recorder was 

calibrated for the next run. 

The initial startup of the system was accomplished ~Y merely 

saturating distilled water in the recirculation system at the desired 

temperature and velocity level as was done with the "used" \.Jater following 
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subsequent experiments. The water did not become significantly contaminated 

during the experiments and thus the system water of one experiment was used 

for the ca 1 i bra ti on procedure of the subsequent run. tlo effort was made to 

completely empty out the recirculation loop after an experimental run -- about 

280 ml of saturated water was then remaining in the system from the previous 

run. 

After tne 100 ml sample had reached exterior room temperature the 

surface tension was measured utilizing a DuNouy Tensiometer. The surface 

tension of a control sample of distilled water was also determined at the 

same time, The tensiometer was calibrated before each set of determinations. 

A portion of tile sample (about 80 ml) was acidified usinry 2 drops of con

centrated hydrochloric acid and stored for determination of organic carbon 

content. A blank of distilled water was also acidified and stored in like 

manner. After all experimentation was completed, the organic carbon level 

of all samples was measured using a Beckman infrared carbon analyzer. 

For the t\-JO experimenta 1 runs performed with surfactants, so 1 uti ans 

of sodium 1auryl sulphate (U.S.P. grade) were made up to yield concentrations 

of 50 and 100 mg/l when added to the aeration system contents. The con

centrated solutions were siphoned from a beaker through the air opening of 

the exit section into the deaerated distilled water in the system. The re

mainder of the experiment was carried out in the normal manner. 



CHAPTER 4 

Exper;mental Results and Discussior. 

(A) Introduct;on 

Twenty-four experiments (excluding preliminary runs) were performed 

in all. Two exper;ments were performed to investigate the appl;cability of 

the apparatus to the study of the effects of surfactants. Twenty-two 

exper;ments were run w1th temperature and average velocity as the only 

variables. The velocity ranged from 0.1 to 0.9 ft/sec and the temperature 

from 5.0 to 2s.0°c within a 11 32 factorial" experimental design. From the five 

replicates at the center point (ls.o0c, 0.5 ft/sec} estimates of the coefficient 

of variation and standard deviation for KL values were calcualted to be 5,4 

percent and 0.017 cm/min, respectively. 

A typical oxygen concentration and temperature curve is reproduced 

in Figure 4. A11 data derived from such curves are presented in Appendix C. 

The value of K2 was determined .as the slope of the "least squares" straight 

line drawn through the plot of the natural log of (C
5 

- C) versus time. The 

value of KL was calcualted by multiplying K2 by the volume to interfacial 

area ratio. These results are presented in Table 1. 

The measurements of surface tension and organic carbon on water 

samples taken after each experiment revealed that contamination could not 

be detected by these methods. The average value of the surface tension for 

the samples taken from the twenty-two experiments (66 determinations) was 
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TABLE 1 

Experiw~ntal Results 

f ITemperatur~ I Ve1ocitl ~ (Base 10) !L (Base e) 

0c l ft/sec cm/sec , per day cm/min 
I 

r 
i I 25 0.90 27.432 ! 63.092 0.6233 

2 I 25 
,, 

0.50 15.240 38.336 0.3787 
I f 

3 25 1 0.50 I 15.240 37.757 0.3730 1 

I ! 
I 4 I 25 \ 0 .10 ! 3.048 9.456 0.0934 

i i I 

20 0,50 
\ 

15,240 I 36 .143 0.3570 5 1 I 
~ 

6 20 i 0.50 15.240 33 .144 

I 
0.3274 j 

' 
7 20 

l 0.50 15.240 35.815 0.3538 1 
~ 

8 15 I 0.90 
; 

27.432 53.950 I 0.5330 I 
I 9 15 0.75 

I 22,860 44.200 
! 0.4366 ) I J • 

10 15 ! 0,50 15.240 I 32.135 I 0.3174 

I I I 

11 15 l 0.50 15.240 34.782 0.3436 
! l 

I 12 i "i5 I 0.50 I 15.240 32 .172 0.3178 
I I j 

13 15 0,50 15,240 31.835 0.3145 i 
14 15 0.50 '15 .240 30.858 0,3048 

15 I 15 0.35 
l 

10.668 20.256 0.2001 

16 ·15 0.10 3.048 7.702 0.0761 

17 10 0.50 I ·15 ,240 27.624 0.2729 

18 10 0,50 

I 
15.240 28. 155 0.2781 

19 5 0.90 27.432 46.280 0,4572 

20 5 0,50 15.240 27.618 0 .2728 

21 5 0.50 15.240 27,249 0.2692 

22 5 ! 0.10 I 3.048 6,254 0.0618 

l 
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71.25 dynes/c111 with a standard deviation of 0 .235 dynes/cm. For the control 

samples of disti 1led water the average value was 71.16 dynes/cm with a 

standard deviation of 0,369 dynes/cm. As expected, the measurements of 

organic carbon gave a random sequence of readings between 3 and 7 mg/l for 

both the samples and distilled water controls. It is generally accepted 

that infrared carbon ana·lysis does not give meaningful results for carbon 

concentrations less than 10 mg/l. 

iB) The Eff~~t of Ve1ocitt 

Figure 5 shows that the dependence of KL upon average velocity was 

found to be approximately linear throughout the range of velocities used, 

Metzger and Dobbins (1967) stated that increases in surface area with increased 

agitation are negligible until the degree of agitation is such that a linear 

relationship no longer ho"lds. Accordingly, increases in interfacial area 

were considered to be negligible for ali experimental conditions and therefore 

the results are presented in terms of KL as well as k2• Actual observation of 

the interface revealed rippling of the water surface which was barely 

detectable at an average velocity of 0.5 ft/sec and more pronounced at a 

velocity of 0,9 ft/sec. 

Multiple regression procedures were used to fit the data to 

functional forms fcund in the recent literature. These results are given 

in Table 2. Equations (65) through (68) were obtained using the data from 

the nine experiments at 1 s0c. The data frCJm a 11 twenty-two experiments were 

used to obtain equations (69} and (70) in which s2 is the temperature co-
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TABLE. 2 

Correlatfons Showi~g the Effect of Velocity on Kb-
--~--~--~-~~---,,~,~~-----·~~--~~~-.-~-------..,..----------------

~ General Form , Experimental Results Number of Correlation Equation 

a--~~----------~~~~-~ ·~~--~~-t-E-xp_e_r_ime~n-ts--1-co_e_f_f_ic_i_en_t-+-N-u_m_be_r--+ 

9 

(at l5°C) 
0.998 

I' u 
k2 = 2.930 

k2 = so u I H3/2 
I H312 . or 

(65) 

I 1 
! I l(L = 10.447 ~ (66) 

1----------+'------H-~ --·-----+-------;.----+-----+ ! 0o.893 
~ k2 :: 2 .777 I H3/2 

I or 

Pi U0,893 
U K. = 9. 901 I L 

H!2 

U0,874 T-20 
k2 = 3,049 - (1.018) 

H3/2 u61 (T-20) - Bz 
H

312 ~ or 

(67} 

9 

(at l5°C) 
0.994 

{68) 

(69) 

22 0,997 

' UO .874 T-20 

--~~--~~~~~ = 10~8~~.-~-~~~(1_._01_8_)..&-~------.&-----------L-------...& 
(70) 

Note: k2 is to base 10, and 

KL is to base e. 



efficient. Isaacs and Gaudy (1968) reported a correlation similar to 

equation (69): 

u k2 = 3.0SJ 
H3/2 

(1,0241)T-ZO 

and Isaacs et !l (1970) a correlation similar to equation (65): 

u 
k? O = 2.931 ~S~V 
~20 c 3/2 - H 

where the product ~s$v was equal to 1,0907. 

(71) 

(72) 
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It might be concluded that the mass transfer characteristics for the apparatus 

used in this study were very similar to those which led to equations (71) 

and (72). Equations {34) and (38) give the relationships of equations (71) 

and (72) respectively, in terms of KL: 

K = 7,031 u -
L20°c H~ 

and 
K = 6.750 •s•v 

u 
Lzo0c H~ 

On the basis of KL the coefficients obtained in the studies of Isaacs and 

Gaudy {1968) and Isaacs et!!_ (1970) are between 30 and 40 percent less than 

those obtained in the present work. T~e general agreement in terms of k2 
and disagreement· in tenns of KL results from the trans-
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formation of k2 values to KL which has been previously 

discussed. In the experimental system employed, the volume to surface area 

ratio is not equivalent to the mean depth H as in streams since only the control 

section was exposed to the atmosphere. 

A possible explanation for the relatively high KL values obtained 

is that small scale turbulence of high intensity may have been caused by the 

entrance conditions. This would cause a higher rate of surface renewal than 

would normally be expected for a given average velocity. 

Although the KL values obtained appear to be significantly higner 

than those obtained in lab scale studies with rectangular cross sections 

(Isaacs and Gaudy, 1968, Isaacs ~ ~, 1969, Isaacs and Maag, 1969 and 

Isaacs et al, 1970) the values qiven by equation (35): -- -

u Kl = 8.611 
H~. 

which was obtained by Isaacs and Gaudy (1968) for the stream data of Churchill 

~ !!. ( 1962) are less than 21 percent lower than the KL values obtained in 

the present study. Since a natural stream cross section usually lies some

where between a rectangular and semi-circular shape the present data suggest 

that channel geometry might have a significant effect on KL. 

Another possible explanation is that KL values are significantly 

larger in a truly "clean" system -- a condition which may have been approached 

in the present work. 
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_(f) Tile Effect o~ Temperature 

The data obtained was compared to the predictions of the film 

penetration model advanced by Dobbins (1956) and refined by Dobbins {1964), 

Metzger and Dobbins (1967) and Metzger (1968). Equation {18) gives: 

k 
K1 = (D r) 2 coth ... m 

and equation (63): 

where c5/M
5 

= l.3 sec2/gm (Metzger, 1968) 

An initial estimate of the surface renewal rate, r, was obtained 

by assuming the coth tenn equa1 to unity. Then using an iterative procedure 

with equations (18) and (63) the values of r and effective film thickness, L, 

were calculated for each experimental value of KL. The values for the density 

viscosity of water were obtained from The Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 

(49th Ed. 1968-69). The value of diffusivity of oxygen into water was 

taken as 2.14 x 10-5 cm2/sec at 20°c and the Stokes-Einstein equation was 

used to correct to other temperatures. The results of these calculations 

are shown in Table 3, 

The relationship of rand l to temperature was given by equations (61) 

and (62) respectively: 
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TABLE 3 

~te of Surface Renewai, rand Effective Film Thickness, L 

Temperature I Ve locit~ l K rL3 r L 
l l 

oc 1 i cm3 /sec x 106 cm x 103 
(an/sec) l (cm/min) 1/mi n 

I 
' 

' l I l 

I 
25 27.43 0.6233 0.923 257,33 5.99 

! 

I 
2 25 I 15.24 I 0.3759 0.923 90.58 8.49 

I 

3 25 3,05 I 0.0934 0.923 5.31 21.85 

4 i 20 15.24 0,3461 l .313 90,98 9.53 

I 5 15 I 27.43 0,5330 1.924 255.24 7.68 

6 15 I 22.86 I 
0,4366 1.924 171 ,05 8.77 

i I 
7 15 15.24 0.3197 1,924 91 ,31 10 .81 

8 15 10.67 I 0.2001 1. 924 35,36 14.84 

9 15 3.05 I 0.0761 l.924 4.76 28.94 

10 10 15.24 I 0.2755 2.902 79.40 12.99 
I 

11 5 27.43 I 0 .4572 4.556 270,04 10.04 
I 

12 5 15,24 0 .2710 4.556 94.87 14.23 

13 5 3,05 0.0618 4.556 4,89 38.25 
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C C 3/4C 3 3/4E3/4 
1 ') J pV 

r - I '-- -· 

Assuming as Metzger (i968) dBes, that the effects of temperature on r and l 

are due mainly to the ,}14 term in equations (61) and (62) the ratios of 

the two quantities at any two given temperatures T1 and r2 may be written: 

rT L... 
"'Tl 

3/4 

1 l 1 
(73) ::: = 

rT l- VT 
2 '2 2 

Figure 6 shows the relationship of r and L to temperature obtained from equation 

(73) and also the experimental points calculated from the data of Table 3. 

Although the data indicates that the relationship of L might be correctly 

expressed in a form such as equation (73) no correlation is apparent for r -

which appears to be independent of temperature. 

While the assumption that the energy dissipation per unit mass of 

water. E, is relatively independent of temperature may have been correct 

for the mechanical aeration system used by Metzger (1968) -- for flowing 

systems this is probably not the case. For open channel flow, E is defined 

by the relationship: 

E = S Ug (74) 
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and fri.:tion sicp2 may b8 expressed: 

s .. f 

4R 1 

u2 

2g 
(75) 

wh12re f. the friction factor for smooth t fully turbulent flow 

may be defined by the B1assius equatfon: 

f "' 9.:3i§_ (76) 
l,. 

Re .4 
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where Re ·is the hydraulic radius Reynold's number which is normally 

\'lfi tten as: 

(77) 
\! 

The Che~y-Manring equation has also been used to calculate the 

slope of the energy grade line which is then given by: 

( 

UN \ 2 

S , ~486 (R' i 213 J 
(78) 

where N is the Manning coefficient and is taken to be 0.01 for 

glass in further calculations. The limited applicability of the Chezy

Manning equation has been described by Morr·is ( 1963). Table 4 gives the 

values of E ca·!culated using both equations (75) and (78) for the experimental 

conditions used. The tabulation indicates that the two equations yield 

results which Cdn differ by a factor as high as 1.7. Since equation (75) 

takes into account the effects of temperature it appears to be the more 



TABLE 4 

Energy O·j SS ipati on 

I ! i t 
I 1 l 2s ! 21. 432 l 

2 i 25 15 .240 I 
~ l 

3 l 25 3 .048 ! 

4 ! 20 l 15. 240 ! 
5 

I 6 
7 

8 

9 

~ 10 
i 11 

12 

13 

15 

15 

15 

15 

iO 
5 

5 

5 

! 27.432 

22.860 

15.240 

10 .668 

3 .048 

15.240 

27 .432 

15.240 

3.048 
J 

27.0919 

4,6454 

0.0372 

4,6454 

27.0919 

15.6787 

4,6454 

i.5934 

0 ,0372 

4,6454 

27.0919 
4,6454 

0.0372 
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Energy Dissipation 
(Blassius Friction 

Factor) 

gyne - cm 
gm - sec 

23.4996 

4.6673 

0.0558 

4.9384 
25 ,6672 

15.5464 

5.0978 

l .9116 

0,0610 

5.2750 

27.5767 

5 .4770 
0,0655 
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generally app"licab1e. \~llen equations (74) through (77) are combined with 

equations (61) and (62) the temperature dependency of r and L may be expressed 

in terms of kinematic viscosity as: 

= 

= 
"T l 

15/16 

(79) 

11/16 

(80) 

The solid lines in Figure 6 were obtained using equations (79) and (80) 

which appear to be more appropriate than equation (73) for flowing systems. 

However, the use of equations.(79} and (80) does not improve the agreement 

between the predicted and actually observed values of rand L. 

Fiqures 7 and 8 show that KL may be expressed as either a linear 

or geometric function of temperature. 

Figure 7 is reproduced on a larger scale in Figure 9 for tne 5 

data points which include replicates (16 experiments) at a velocity of 15.24 

cm/sec. The geometric curve of Figure 8 is superimposed showing that both 

the linear and geometric fit lie within the standard deviation of 0,017 

cm/min estimated from the five replicates at the center point. When this 

procedure was applied to the other 6 data points the geometric curve 

did give a better fit but both curves were well within one estimated standard 

deviation of the data points. This indicates that although the geometric 
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FIGURE 8: EFFECT OF TEMPER,l\TURE ON f{L 
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curve (which is generally accepted in the recent literature) may give a 

s1ight1y better fit, the arithmetic relationship may be used for practical 

cases, especially in the light of the experimental error in calculating 

The overall value of the temperature coefficient, a for all 

twenty-two experiments as calculated by'multiple regression techniques was 

given by equation (67) as 1,018, A linear least squares fit was applied to 

each set of data at velocities 3,05, 15.24 and 27.43 cm/sec and the values 

e~ from the slopes of the straight lines, were calculated to be 1.0209, l,0178 

and 1.0157, respectively. These results confirm the contention of Metzger 

and Dobbins (1967) that e varies with mixing intensity. The values of e 

ovtained in this study have been superimposed on the curves taken from Metzger 

(1968) and those obtained using equations (79) and (80) instead of Metzger's 

equation {73). These are shown in Figure 10 along with thee values 

obtained by other investigators. The data appear to indicate that neither 

set of curves apply for the experimental system used, at "least in the range 

of high KL values {KL greater than about O.l cm/min}. 

It should be noted that a disparity exists between the methods of 

calculating the temperature coefficient e and the comparison of e to the 

theoretical values of Figure 10. When e is calculated by taking the slope 

of a geometric plot of KL versus temperature, as is the general practice, 

one must assume that e is independent of level of temperature. The theoretical 

curves of Figure 10 indicate that e does depend on temperature level. Then 

to compare observed e values to theoretical values, a should be calculated 

from individual points rather than using the slope method. To do this 

accurately a large number of replicates at individual points would be re-
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quired because the experimental error would probably be at• least 5 percent. 

_lD) The Effect of Surfactants 

In an attempt to qualitatively evaluate the effect of surfactants 

on the mass transfer coefficient in flowing systems, two runs were carried 

out at 15.o0c and a velocity of 0.5 ft/sec with additions of concentrated 

solutions of sodium lauryl sulphate which had been calculated to produce 

overa 1l concentrations of 50 and 100 mg/1. The values of KL were observed 

to be depressed to 34.3 and 21.5 percent of the 11 clean 11 water values, 

respectively. The results are given in Table 5 below. 

TABLE 5 

Effect of Surfactants 

Overall Concentration of Surface Tension of Sample KL 
Sodium Lauryl Sulphate (mg/1) from Bulk (dynes/cm) (cm/min) 

0 71.2 0.3197 

50.0 67.l 0.1097 

100.0 56.9 0.0688 

These experiments, which were only of a preliminary nature, have 

produced results which are in qualitative agreement with the general consensus 

that surfactants usually reduce the rate of mass transfer of oxygen dissolving 

into flowing water. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusions and Reco1m1endations 

_0\) Conclusions 

1. The temperature coefficient e depends on mixing intensity or level of 

turbulence (indicated by the average velocity of the stream). However, 

the dependency observed in this study did not follow the relationships 

proposed by Metzger (1968). 

2. With modifications to facilitate the introduction of additives to the 

liquid phase, the apparatus appears to be suitable for studying the 

effects of surfactants on the mass transfer process of oxygen dissolution 

into water. 

3. The observed values of the mass transfer coefficient varied approximately 

linearly with the average velocity of the stream for the range of velocities 

used. The values of KL obtained were greater than those reported in the 

recent literature for rectangular cross-sections. with these values being 

30 to 40 percent less than those observed in this study for equal values 

of average stream velocity, 
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,,lB) RecomrTEndations 

l. If this apparatus is to be used in further work investigations on the 

turbulence regime should be carried out. Hot wire anemometry techniques 

may be appropriate for this. Because these probes are available in 

minute sizes it is conceivable that they will not disturb the flow 

pattern to a significant extent. The anemometer probes should be placed 

in two or three positions along the control section well below the surface 

in order to leave the interface undisturbed. Such an investigation may 

provide an explanation for the rather high mass transfer rates observed. 

2. A system of automatic temperature control within the recirculation loop 

should be incorporated into the apparatus. A thermistor controlled 

solenoid valve as the coolant flow regulator might accomplish this 

purpose. 

3. Air exit valves at the bends would be desirable. Such devices would 

allow removal of bubbles which tend to accumulate in these locations 

during low velocity runs. 

4. Further study with varying depths of flow would indicate the dependence 

of Kl on mean depth in correlations such as equations (65} through (70}. 

5. A study with surfactants should be carried out to develop quantitative 

expressions for their effect on the mass transfer coefficient. 
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FIGURE 11: ORtFlCE PLATE CALIBRATION (V2 Jf\CH DIA .. ORIFICE) 
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FIGURE 12: . ORIFICE PLATE CALIBRATION (5116 INCH rnlFICE DIA:) 
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YSI Model 47 Scanning ·rele-Thermometer 

Specifications 

l. 

2. 

0 Temperature range: 0.0 to 50.0 C. 

Accuracy: (a) 1% of scale span at 2s 0 c ambient temperature 

(b) at ambient temperature of s0 to so 0 c, additional 
error will not exceed 1% of scale span 

3. Readability: approximately ~% of scale span. 

The calibration of the tele-thermometer increased the 

accuracy to the limits of readability for the entire temperature 

range used. 

When connected to the recorder each scale division 

represented between 0.040 and o.oso 0 c, depending on the level 

of temperature. During experiments the temperature variations 

usually did not exceed 0.025°c and never exceeded 0.075°c. 
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1A) Choosjng Points of the Data Record 

At the beginning of each experiment a lag period of between 

six to eight minutes preceded the normal first order oxygen absorp

tion process. This was due, in part, to the time required for the 

complete change of the atmosphere within the control section from 

nitrogen to atmospheric air. It was also noted that when the 

oxygen saturation deficit became less than 0.2 mg/l considerable 

"scatter" occurred on the plot of natural log (Cs - C) versus 

time. This was due to semilogarithmic spacing - the "scatter" 

of observed values of equal arithmetic error increase towards the 

lower end of the semilog scale. Consequently, these low values of 

the saturation deficit are less useful for the accurate determination 

of the slope of the line. Accordingly, the portion of the oxygen 

concentration curve used for analysis was taken from the reading 

at eight minutes (called zero time in Table 6.) to a reading at 

which the deficit was still greater than 0.2 rng/1. 

Thirty points at equal time intervals were read off the 

data record within this region of interest. In some preliminary 

runs fifteen, thirty and sixty points were used in the calculations 

but no significant differences were observed in the KL values 

obtained. Taking sixty data points for the experiments at a 

velocity 0,9 ft/sec was rather inconvenient because these runs 

were completed in less than one hour. ft was decided to take 

thirty points for all experiments because only a small amount of 

additional work was; required in using thirty rather than fifteen 
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points. The data are presented in Table 6. 



TABLE 6 85 

TEMP VELOCITY TIME CONG LN<CS-C> CONSECUTIVE 
(C} <FT/SEC>. <MIN> (MG/ U 0 I FF ER Et~ C ES 

25.00000 .90000 0.00000 3.25000 1.59~31+ 
?.5.00000 • 90 0 0 (i 1.00000 3.65JC fJ 1~. fj1l72 • 0 8 462 
25.00000 .90000 2.oooco 3.99000 1.43270 ,07802 
25.00000 • 9 0 0 0 (1 3.00000 4.35000 1.3'+286 .08984 
25.00000 .9000(! 4,00000 l1 • 6 8 (J () 0 l.25~76 .09010 
25.00000 ,9000(, 5,0GGCO 5,03000 1.t4740 • 10 536 1 25.JOOOO .90000 6.0GOOO 5,29JDO 1.06126 .08615 
25.00000 .90000 7.000GO 5.55000 ,9bL98 .09427 
2!J.OOOOO .90000 8.00000 5.79000 ,87129 .09569 
25.ilOOOO . ,900GC 9.00COO 6,G4uuo ,76[81 .11049 
25.00000 • 90 0 G (J 10.00000 6.26JOO .65233 ,10848 
25.00000 .90000 11.00000 6.43000 .55962 .09271 
25,00000 .90000 12.00000 6.60000 .45742 .10219 
25.00000 .9ooao 13.00000 &;73000 .37156 .o85e6 
2?.00000 .9l!OOO 14.000CO &.88JJO ,2623& .1092(} 
2s .. ooooo .90008 15,000GU 7,0DOJO .16551 • 0 9 6 85 
25.00000 .9ouoo 16.00000 7.13000 • 0'1679 .11672 
2::;.00000 ,90000 J.7.0GOCO ·r.22 i:i00 -.04Ul2 .08961 
25.00000 ,gQi) (l (; 1e.ooooo 7 • 3 1 lJ (J 0 -.13<J2& .09844 
25.00000 .90000 19,00D L O 7.,£i2QJO -.27444 .135i7 
25.00000 .90000 20.00000 7,t4<JQilO -.37106 .09663 
25.000DO .9DCOO 21.00000 7.56 CJ tJO -.1+7b04 .10697 
25,00000 .900JO 22.ocouri 7.61uuo -.5 6C.l2 .u84J8 
25.00000 .SO DJ O 23.00000 7.o?JJO -~()7334 .J.1123 
25.00000 .90000 24.00000 1. ·12ouo - 0 77E..53 .10318 
25cfl0000 .90000 25.00000 7.77000 -.89160 .11507 
2500000(1 o90QQ(j 26.0 f! OGO 7.B2000 -1w02165 .13005 
25.00000 , 90 Q Li G 27.0C.OuO 7.84000 -1.07881 ,05716 
25.000!JO • 90 0 0 [) 2C.OGOCO 7.B?DJO -1.17118 • 09237 
25.oooor. • 90 0 0 0 29.00000 7.90000 -1. 27C.:97 .10178 

KL:::: -.o2325&50o7 

TF.:HP VELOCITY TIME CONG LNCCS-C> CONSECUTI\IF CC> CFT /SEC> CHIN> <MG/U DIFFE~ENCES 

25.00000 ~50000 o.ouooo 2.Lioooo 1.75440 
25~00000 .50000 2.00000 2.92000 1. 66(113 .09427 
25 . ., 0 0 0 0 0 .50000 't.OOOCO 3 • 4 u o a o 1. 56 1144 .09569 
25. 00000 • ~o a o o 6,00000 3 • 8 8 il lJ 0 l.45862 .10583 
25.00000 .?OOOC 8 • 0 0 0 ti 0 4.32Ll00 1,35i:67 .10795 
25.00000 • 50 0 0 0 10.ocooo 4.72000 :I .• 24127 .10940 

2 25.00000 .50000 12.00000 -5.360JO 1.03674 .20453 
25.00000 ,5()000 14.000DO 5.44000 1.00796 .02878 
25.00000 .50000 1&.00000 5,78000 • 8 754 7 .13249 
25.00000 .50000 18.00000 6.06000 • 75142 .12405 
25.00000 .50000 20.ooouo 6.33000 .61519 .13623 
25.00000 .50000 22.0£1000 6,53000 .50G78 .1141+1 
25.00000 .50000 24.00000 &.72000 .37844 .12234 
25.00000 .50000 26.00000 o.Baoao ,26236 .11607 
25.00000 • 50 0 0 0 28.00000 7.02000 .14842 .11394 
25~00000 • 50DOC 30.00000 7.17000 .00995 • 13 8 4 7 
25.00000 .50000 32.0GOGO 7.29000 -.11653 .12648 
25.00000 .50000' 34.0GOliO 7.38000 -.22314 • 10 661 
25.00000 ,500iJO 36,0(1000 7.47ouo - • 34249 .11935 
25.00000 ,50000 38.00000 7.550UO -.46204 .11955 
25.00000 .50000 40.000CO 7.63000 -.59784 .1358G 
25,00000 .50000 42. 0 0 0 0 0. 7.70000 -.73397 .13613 
25.0(1000 .50000 44,0COOG 7.76000 -.86750 . .13353 
25.00000 .soouo 46.0(JLJ[iO 7.80000 -.96i'58 .10008 
25.00000 .50000 48,0uOGO 7.85000 -1.10866 .14108 
25.00000 .50000 50,00000 7.89000 -1.23787 .12921 
2?.00000 .50QOG 52. (j () 0 0 0 7,93Juo -1.38629 .14842 
25.00000 ,50GOO 54,00000 7,96JOQ -1.?l.413 .12783 
25.00000 .50000 56,00000 7.99ooa -1066(73 .14660 
25.00000 .50000 58.00000 8.01000 -1.77196 .11123 

KL= -.3787058867 
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TEMP VELOCITY TIME CONG LN<CS-C> CD ~1 Sr: C IJ T I Vt: 
<C> <~T/SEC> CMHn nl G/ L) DIFFERENCES 

?.5.00000 .soooo IJ • i1 l• t) 0 0 ?. 1:i3tHlO 1,73166 
25~00000 .50 001) 2.0 GOiJ O 3.0?lluO 1.r,3•~11 .09655 2s.ooooo .50UIJO 1. ~ • J G 1..1 r: Ll .3.S:)JtiO 1. '.:di ')11 .1025? 
2~).JOOOO .S U!)Qt) o. 0 GO 1:; r1 4.D2i.JJQ 1 ff l.;2552 .10704 
25.00000 .5l10l)lj .1.ooouo 1+.lf500:J 1. .3.tb(+1 .10911 3 25.00000 .5u:Jno 10.ooouo 4. 8 6 iJ 0 0 1o1J3CJ'3o .11b£+1t 

·ct).tJQOOO .50000 12.GOL!C:O 5.22uJO 1. 0·8~ 19 • 111+ 78 
2?. t) 0 0 0 I] .sooo:J 11+.000UO tJ.56L100 • 9b317 .122ili 
2S,OtJOOO .5LlJOO 16.0COOO ?.84JOO .8 51; 15 .11302 
25.00000 ~S·OOOO tB.O GOOO 6.1\JUOO .73237 .1i7713 2s;.ooooo .?GOOG ;2u .. 1Hit!UO 6.36JiJO .59884 .13353 
?.5 ,00000 0 5 0 t.l 0 1.: 22.00 1.ioo 6.Si"u:30 .47t23 .12200 2s.ooooo • 5 () 0 0 c 2L}.0~0CO 6.l6fJ!JO .3SL66 .125511 
2s.ooooo .5'10 13[] 2h . CJO '.JGil fi.91Ui.lll .?.3~ll2 .1116.:, 
25.uOOGO • 50 [J 0 l.i :;a.oc~·:dO 7.GG ;JuO ~ 11~)3 3 .:t.2569 
2'j,Q0000 .5000U 30.iiGOOO 7.130JO f;.OfJ L iJU .11333 
?~) .00000 .5:JOUC 32.oonoo 7.2 8JUO -.:L 0'.:·36 .10536 
;~ lj • 0 0 0 0 0 0

1)0000 34 .,0G OGtl 7 • ~H.\i.l u 0 -. ? ?.~14 .11778 
25.0001111 • ~iOGOC :3 t) • 0 (j (} t: 0 7. ,, 7 !) J 0 - ., • .'.$ft('.i~<) .11':L35 
2 s. Q !) 0 0 I) , 5 a iJ i1 e J ,J • 0 ij Ll 1j G 7.55uu0 -,L+!) ;(:Q4 .11955 
2 1:;.oooJo ,5Q(JG0 1, ii • 0 G ;j l: 0 l.f,:3JJU -.::.JCJ/134 .13 5 8J 
25.00000 .50 0 00 l;?. lJCCf: tl 7.i'J,JtlD - • l 5 ~) l1 ;~ .1'3719 
?.?,011000 .souoo l~ Ii • D 0 0 :} Q 7.7<+.JJO ··. <i2[~)8 .06596 
?.:i~L!OOOO ~::JOl.lOiJ l, f) • r; (; iJ c 0 7 • 7 ') ll \J I) - • 'Jl.tl 61 .12063 
2::;.utJOiJfJ .~~ :) ;JJ(J 4 ,!~ ~ 0 I.] ,) (] q l.RJ.JOO -l.Lllf':!i:32 .11J821 
? •-; • a n o o c • s ;j •J ii Q SO ,OGilf."! 0 7 . 1.1 EH '.1 0 -1, 2:J3tJ7 • 1s'•1 fj 

· ?'5.0000Q .50 :)0 0 ~~ :>. . n1.:r:120 7.'32U!JL) -1. ~-~L~('() 7 .14310 
~ !5,DfJilQO • '50UiJi1 jt) e OGQUll 7 .. 9 :)i)00 -L •i6'368 • 12 2 oJ 
2·?.noouo .S iJQOD ?G.UDIJDU 7.'190il0 -1. 651.:73 .19106 
2 '.3 .,QtJOOll .5000C ')IJ . 1.H-;Goo B? G 2 u v o .. -1.63'='.58 ,.17185 

i<l:.:: - .. 372'·3i\79689 

TEMP VEtOGI.fY TIME CONG LN <CS-G) CO~lSC CUT IVE ( c) t 1: f /SEC) <MHD <MG/L) · DIFFE:R::.NCt::S 

25. () lJ 0 0 0 .1o ona OoOOOGO Ll30000 1,,~35317 
2':)~00000 .1DiJOO s~oi .. ouo 2 ~ 2 I.; .)[) 0 1 .. "1817 1 .07146 
? '.1. 00000 .100o u 1Uo0Gf1t! O 2 • 6 L: i) ,) i) 1~7:t.1.<.)C'J .. 1)0'3 7.l 
2':i .Ll0000 ' to l) 0 u :l. S ,, rJ GI! 0 D 3 ~ :J 2U U 0 ;L,,61~t.'J4 .071U6 
211 ,()01100 • ltHJQ C 2u .. nc.000 3,37 UO O 1.r) n10 • Lllu?L~ 
? S,.O OOGO • 10G1J iJ ?C>~ul:i;j:_:O 3. i) <j l.} iJ !) 1. ~;0 .U35 .OG.'li14 4 c ,_; 4 i) 0 fJ Q u .1tJllOU T l . UOJ i.l :J i •• r;:J u:.10 l. !;~) •. Jl ~ i) 71 ;.;4 
z~j,,G,JUOO a .1 Q lj I) ;j ;~ ij • i) (J lJ {) !) ,.., • 2 (1 u 0 f) 1. :%tl19 .06422 
25 ~ 0 00 0 I) • l ll Q [) 1J 1,0.oc:ooo 4. 5 311 ~ii] :J..2'3473 ,07136 
;~ '0000000 • l iJ 11 G L: i f r; • 1J i.~ G 0 1J 4 • . i'l l.iJO 1..{.'.2G71 .06fJJ1 
C'.':i.00000 .1 i)l.lll0 5,1.n0000 5.02 Jd Q 1. 1 '; ( '3 7 .111614 
2'.:i.00!100 • 1 n U O D 'SS.DOf!CJ 5. 2lt 1JLl 0 1. Oi'oi+ 1 ,07216 
25.00000 .10000 E o ~ n c t!fJ o 5,45000 1.0ll 1+30 ,()7L111 
2?.0llOOO .10 '!00 b .~• .. nuooo 5.t;~:iuGO • S?l:i 22 , OlfaJS 
;?!). 1)(1000 .:tllOU G 7 I) • !J C 0 fJ ;) 5. 8 3110 0 • t3 '.) lf L~ 2 .Gi'3GJ 2s.ooooo .1oooc i' So00 0(J0 6.0t.lUJO &77S32 ,1J?SJ 1J 2r.:;.uoooo .i UClOO iHl • •,: fj 0 u fJ 6.:J. 60 00 • 7U~10 .07623 
25.00000 • 10 0 I} n £l'.:i,OOlJGfJ 6 o 3 G 1Jt) 0 ~ <):s12 1 • o 7 :i. a.3 
?5 .00iJOO ,1tl JU[: 9 if • (J (, u (; () i),Ltl+J[JQ • si~3 u<J .01/~g 
2'.J .tJOOOO .10:.JGC 9 '·.i • G (; 1J u 0 6.571100 ., lt- 7 (, ;~ ~ • 0 7 ;' ::, ·:] 
2?.00000 .1UOOfl Ultl .OG Ol• O 6 ~ 6 9,; l) 0 ,.:n 1J78 .:J?/Ltfl 
25.00000 • 10 0 D 0 J. n \~;· ~ o r~ n u u 6 • 8 J J 0 (] .322 0 8 .87669 
20 .00000 • 1 0 Q (j ::: 11 1 !~0fJOJ.J 6.'-H ·1:J11 .;.~;)9l.12 .. n il3 J 7 
2fJ.DOUOO .1uUOG J. J. r; >) •J Jj !) ! j n 7.0 21HiO • l L; i.l 1+ 2 ~ 09 :)6j 
2 ') • 0 0 0 iJ 0 .1 LllliJG l. ?. ~) • G u d :] ;; l • J. J :J 1J I) ,:Jf;('66 oOH 1J76 
?.:>. QOOOO • Hlll O O l :? :; ~ n G o (i J . ., 

, 2 iO L! •J - ,, tj ::;L: 1+ 6 . ogu 12 I 

'.!0~!1GOOO . 1fJl100 l ,:) , 1 ~ :1 ii o 0 n 7 0 2 '-JJ di) - •. 1.J..f.S 3 • t1 o Gt)! 
25~0DOLJO • 1 I) u u [i .1 3 ~i .. DU 0 :J ii 7,3 6J d0 - ~ 1 'J i_i It 5 , 0 ILL':.J 2 
~~;->~OOOOiJ .10 00G .J.i.t U. GGOC1Q i' .id.JU 0 - ~ 2 rJ -~ 3 6 .06291 
25.00000 010000 1't 'S~OC!Ju0 7,.l+50ll0 -· . 31'171 .05335 

KL= -. 0931+13590 7 
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TEMP VELOCirY TIME l.OMC Ul <CS-C> CONSECUTt'/E <G> CFf/SEC> OHN> \~I GIL ) OIFf;:r.~t:NCES 

20.00000 .soooo o.1H OuO 2. (iLtOGO 1.8:>317 
f 20.GOOOO .50!100 2.0t:flOO 3.tCJ;)Qf) J.. 76j02 .09015 

20.00000 ,50000 /+ 1 Ll cu (l 0 3. l40tl0 1.66~. 93 .099Qg 20.ooniJo .!J'Fll)O 6 • 0 G f) 0 0 't.(~2J!JO 1.56862 ~09531 
20.uOOOO • 5D o on 8.0utJGO '~. i'QJL)Q 1 .. 46326 .10530 5 2iJ.OOOllO • 50 i.l lJ (: 1.0.,l!(iO!JO 5.'}9JOO 1. ~)61.l64 ~09462 20.ooouo .500iJG 12.ncu co l).l.18000 L (~6413 ~ :1.0451 
20.00000 • 5000 1.1 1 4 • o c n 1~ o 5.H2i100 1?16015 .10098 
20.00000 • (_)[I (j i) 0 16.Gl~LiUO 6,l7GOO j_ 0 lJL~/32 0 11583 
20.00000 ~5tJ.JOC 13,c,t:co o 6. '• 2 D tl 0 .si?:i51 @09181 2u.ooooo ,50U DC: 2 0 $ u 1; t) c, i) 6,66000 .£15566 .09685 
20.00000 .50 000 22.!Jf:OGO 6.1111000 .i'6G81 .09786 
21).00000 • 50 0 0 (! 2 4. iJ t; ii G 0 7. L·rn 0 0 . b 3b58 e12Lt23 
20.00000 • 50 0 0 !J 2 6 • il (j :; ii 0 7. 31ttJ u 0 .su~·1g .11778 
20.00000 • 5 Q 11i)1:; 2 I\$ 0 (. G c 0 7 ' 1? 0 0 0 l) .41871 .1iJQ ,J 8 
2 0. u 0 0 1] 0 ,50 0u!J 3o.no ::;co 7.G7iJOiJ .~~Ol>10 ~11861 
20. 0 0 li 0 0 .51.JO~IO :sc:·.~ncH:o 7.,t\OJJQ .J9585 .10125 
20.00000 • 51J no c ~~[~odG:.ll.JQ l,'=J l.'OJO .~og~J1 .1035£+ 
2 :Jo00GOIJ • 5 0 1) jj Q 36, :J (j(•Cll a.GSOOO ·-,,:Ha. 05 .1053& 
20.00000 .5fJU ;j !] ~a~G r:oo o 8.:1-2000 -.liJ536 .!J9531 
20 .00000 .souon !+[l6f):.; tjlJ ij D.21iJuO - .. 2H.72 .10536 
zu~ •Jo :Joo .5 0'.J~u l j 2 • ~i ii !) l) 0 H.;~i'fJllO -.2 8168 .07696 
20. t11J 001) .. SD!) 0 G 4 4 • '.) l , :J G 0 8.J~QJO -. !.Ql.4 8 .1:L28J 
20,QJOOO , 5 n 1"J 0 G 46,i)(, ,_:au a.t1?.ooo -. ~iil8 ;3 .11035 
2 i) • 0 0 11 0 0 .~ii]J()(! !.; fl • : G J 11 0 I} • 1+ CJ i) iJ 0 - .. b3488 .12405 
20.0i.lOIJD • ::iuOCJO ;o.n~·-~oo i) • ') ~j i.l J 0 -,/55\J2 .12014 
2 0 o u (I U 0 0 .~50U tJi; Sc o '.lCOUO H.6.liJuO - .. ai:JJGO .13658 
?.O.OOOUO , 5JOlil; ">4.d •.:;f.it)O fl, r1~;i)u o -,CJ'JL+25 . .10265 
20. 0 0 0 fl fi • ~~ u n iJ n 56.G:.flOO 3.6'.JtlOO ·-1. J. 0866 .114 1.+1 
20.00000 .~.JOOOG ~8 ~ 0 G tJ 0 fJ e./Jooo -t.23787 .12921 

KL:::: - • .32741G3324 

TF.MP VF.IJ)CITY TIME CONG LN<CS-C> COMSECUTIVE <Cl <rl/SEC> <MHJ) CHG/U DIFFERENCES 
20. 0 0 0 0 I) ~SQ~OG G.OGOt}O ?.~ 73ouo t.i33895 
2 o • o o n o o o5 1Jl)l]fj 2. il c 0 0 0 3a:320iJO 1 • i'4U4 7 ,Qg3Lt9 2a.on1ioo ., 5 ll tf u G 4 q 1.1 •:: u tHl J~o :rnoo :L -.6~n'J5 .laJ341 20.ououo ,.~)()l;l)~) () • 1) L !J fJ 0 lt. !.f 1. J 0 0 1.:32023 ~ ~- Q ·~Hl 3 
20.00ilLlO .5JU1Hi 3 , L1 i; '. } 0 0 (t,8<ii)Ji) 1., 1;2L 7 0 .10153 
20.00000 ,50 !;0 0 1!L!lC ~jQ Q '.i .:58UJO .1. .291 CJ8 .12871 

6 2o~ouooo • 5 ii :Jon 1 2 • 0 f.1 11 [.; I] 
,, 

71ll00 1 .• 1.7248 .1195() .J " 20.00 00 0 • 50 i)"J 0 1.4,,Ji.iliOO b,l3Qt.ll) 1 .. 0b126 .11123 
?.0 .. 00000 ~S011'JO 1 G, u U t) O O G.,43iJGO .95166 • 1 o g oJ 
20,00080 .S!JJOU 1 8 , :j li ll 0 1) 6.71000 . ti3 125 .11441 20.ouooo .sun ;; o 2011Cl!.:.Oi~O 6 ~9HOllO .71295 .12430 
20.00000 • 50UOG ;~;~.OOi.lCO 1e21tJ!)Q .59333 .11962 
2 0.,0iJflOO ,,?LldtJO 21+"0lL1UD 7. l+ () u [j 0 .482Lf3 .11090 
2 0 • 0 0 0 L) 0 • ':) '- CJ iJ (l i:'6.JCUOU 7.S?~uO • :rnS·2 o .09716 
20.00000 • 5t'J iJ a o 2 IJ • ·1 G ;i U O ?~i':~JiiO .26Z36 .12290 
20. 00000 • S tll10C 3(1,lJf:ilOll 7. ~J :) iJ J 0 .15700 • i 0 5 36 
20. iJ 0 () 0 0 .5JJOO 3 2 a() C IJ 0 0 .7.CJ/OJO • t1487 9 • 10 821 
20.00000 • 5 0 :,l lJ lJ 34oGC,i.JO O ILOr~JUlJ -.07?57 .12136 
20 0 0 0 (J 0 0 .SO GOC · 36.0CfJGO 13 ~:I 9u 1.1 0 -.1.8633 .11.376 
20000000 • :> Q lj 0 Q 3 iL, Ii 'JU 0 0 [\ • 2 7 ;) 0 0 ... 28768 ~10135 
20.00000 I 50000 '' l) v il G ;J 0 0 8.3';-JUO - •I f i) I; 4 8 • l121iiJ 
?. 0 I 0 0 a 0 0 • s 0 u ,) L' I; 2 , ! l c 1} u Q fl • Id!] U I) - ,,'.)2/63 .127!.6 
20. 0 0 0 0 0 .SGOllC 4 4 • :j IJ Q (j t) 8 - 'j •j fj 0 J - ., G?:5 93 .12629 
20. 0 0 !.) 0 0 . ~.iUUOO L; G • (: ~' t l u I) 8. '5':ifJOO .•• 75502 .10110 
20.00000 • 5 iJ iJ 0 G 'i a • ·J r; tJ o o 8.6!JGUO -.86750 .11248 
20"\.lOO tjfi .50tJOO 5 0 • l} G ~i (; 0 iJ ~ (1~-iJ ll 0 - , 

1
) g ~+ 2 5 .126i''3 

2 0. Q o.o 0 0 .SOOtlU '5 2 .. 0 (; 1; ;j 0 :1 , 7 !J iHI i) -1.J3S43 ?14518 20.onouo -50:JJ C '] li ~ ! I L tJ 1; 0 H,/ldOO -1.272•J7 .13353 
20.oooufl .s oouo ~; 6 0 ll () :J i.l 0 11 • l 8 0 !) 0 -.1 ~42712 .15£t15 
2u.1Joooo ?'50DUO S8,0i.Jl:ill0 ·~,,lil\JJO -1.?E.•L.65 ."13353 

KL= -.3570455402 
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TEMP Vf=:LOClTY TIME CONG LNCG'.S-G> COi'ISECUTI\JE (C) <Ff/SEC) CMitJ> <MGiU DIFFERENCES 
20.00000 .50000 O.GOO OO 2.gouoo 1.81156 
21J,OOOOO .50000 2.00 000 3.S1'Jll0 1.70656 .1osu:J 20.00000 .5ll0UG 4 • 0 0 0 (j !) 4 .. 1o·Juo 1.59331 • 11326 20.00000 .S030C s.ocu.nu L. • o Q :J 0 Q 1 • !~ d 0 :t l • .10717 
?.0.00000 • 5000G e.ooouo s.n?uoo 1.37~72 .. 11242 7 .20.00000 .. 5 0ll00 10.00DOO 5.50 ·JUO 1.2~8't6 .11525 20.00000 .50001) 12.CJG OO O ?~90'.JQO · 1.13783 .12063 20.00000 . 50000 14~0riOIJO . 6.;.21+000 1.02;:45 .. 11538 20.00000 .5HOOO 16.0DOGO 6.SttOOO .90526 .11419 20.00000 .50000 1a.oonro 6.El20ll0 .78546 .11CJ80 20.00000 .souao ~'.OoOOOOO 7.,0tlJOO .6626g .12577 20.00000 .souoo 22.U ilJOO 7.30:.luO ~ 51•232 .12036 20.00000 • S 0 0 0 G 2'+.0tlllCO l.S OO:J O • 4Hl 71 .12361 
20.00000 .500GO 2o~Oli lJlliJ 7.r)oOOO .30748 •. t1i23 20.00000 .50 ')00 28. F) 0;] u 0 7. JQ!) l)f} .19885 .1.0863 20.00000 .Si.luUO 3 0 • 0 0 0 I] 0 7. <.J2Ll ll 0 • 0 9? 31 .10354 2tJ.OOOOO .soooo 32.0GOGrJ 8.0300() -.Ollll5 · .105~H> 
2Ll.OOOIJO • ~o u o o 31-t 0 0 !J iJ (! [) Ball-t'JOO - • 121'83 • t1778 20.00000 • 50 :Ji)Q :. 6 • (,l !l 0 11 ll 8.<~2iJJG -,.22 3 14 • lH ~.i 31 
20.00000 • 1.30 000 3 8 a U (I !) t:; 0 8.31.llOO - • J LtC:. It 9 .11935 20.0uOOO • '.) tJ !J 0 0 l+Q .110000 8.40000 -.47b0l• al35S5 
20e001)00 • 50 :.i 0 0 42,0UOQO 8~413:JOO -.61619 .:l.31:315 20.00000 . sooo o 4 ,, • o c no o 8 ~ 5 3 :lQ 0 -.71335 .u971o 2u.oaouo .50000 l;f), lj(i()l)Q e .S<J.iJ i) 0 -.82\, 98 .107&3 · 2u.ooouo • 1.:;uo00 l+ 13 0 1) (J i] lj 0 8.,f)2000 -~\)1629 .OCJ'331 
20.00000 .S] JOO 5 U.uGOGO B.670UO -1. 0 lr<J 8 2 .13353 20. (IQ Q 0 0 .. ?UGOO 5 2 • tl 0 iJ G 0 I)~ 71 fJ:] 0 -Ll71t8 • 12136 20.00000 • 50000 '.34. i) l) (J[";lJ 8.74il<J(J -:L.27297 .10178 20.00000 .5 DOO O S6~1JGUUIJ H. 7 7 ,) U 0 -1.38629 .11333 
2ll.OOOOfJ .50JOO s a • o o a G o H,7CJtJuO -1.46Y68 .1)8338 

KL= -. 3537g13 '701+3 

TEMP VELOCITY THIE CONC LN <GS-C> CONSECUTIVE <C> <Fl/SEC). (MIN) CMG/U DIFF::::Rt:MCES 
15.00000 0 90 0 0 0 0 .OCllOO 3.97tJiJO 1.8J171 
t5.0tJOUO • <f\) u 0 ll loJCOUO 4. 1+ 2 D t) 0 .t.724lJ5 .ul716 
t~.00000 .'3QIJOO ? • 0 {: U ti G l+. d? i) 0 0 1., b4!,.!H ~07975 
15.0110011 . 9UUGO 3o tH Ofl u 5.C:'6Llll0 1.56(: 35 • 082~+6 
1 5 • 0 0 iJ CT 0 o9UOOO 1, • 0 1) 0 •) () 5 • .'.l bU ll U 1 .. 1+2 792 .13l14J 
15.JOOOO .9l.l:JOO '3 ~ ll l; 0 Li 0 6. 0 1J i] 0 0 1.3g377 .03 1-t:L') 8 F>.onooo .90000 :-, • u r. o on 6 ~ 3 L;l) 0 0 1.3QS.63 .088 .1.4 
t5.00CllO • go a o D ?,.OOOi)O 6. (j 7 0 0 0 1.21194 .09369 
E1.,IJOOOO · .CJOJUU a, LIU U 0 0 6.gg()JO 1.11186 • 1QQ!J8 1s.ooooo .9ti'DOO CJ.OU 1J(JfJ 7.29Ji)Q 1.,0J/96 .tOJ9J 
15.00000 .90000 11l,LlGCliO 7 .• S30u0 . .,91.f,29 .O CJlbl 
15.00000 ,<3JOOO 11.0C iJl.l O 7~ 72Ql)!) .83/25 • U?gu;+ 
15.0uOOO .YO OO O 1.2.tlOiJOO 7,.91000 ~75142 • on~.Ja3 
15.00000 .9JQOO 13.00DtJO 8. 0 9 tJ I) 0 ..,()6?69 $081373 
15.0000tJ ,YOJOO 1 i+ • I] l 0 I) 0 342S;JJO • 5 7b61 .urisu1 
15.00000 .90000 1s~riuuno 8 • l~ :I. 0 0 0 0 

1-tl}243 • 0 CJ !11 g 
15.00000 .<30000 1r,9nr:oo!J ~l. 5 5 0 0 0 .. 3920£+ .lHiJ33 
15.00000 .9UOUG 17.UGOUO H.68iJOO .30G1u • O':J1'H 
ts.00000 .guaoc 113 .. 00000 fl"clOiJllO .;~0101 • il g 3 :jg 
15.00000 • 90 0 0 G 19.JGG GO 8.8YOGO .. 13103 .iJ7S99 
1?.00000 .90QOC 2fi .OO ODO 8,.<JtJl)(jQ 0 01+579 .08224 
'.l?.OOOfJO .goooo 2 l • 11 0 0 D 0 g. 0 t+ () 0 0 -.01GG5 .U5 <184 
15,00000 .9 !ji](JQ 2 2. ti ti l) 0 i) 9 o130JO -.:1.0536 • Cl ·; 5 .3l 
1S.Oll000 .9tHOO c3~ 0GIJOU 9.22JiJO -.?.1L72 .1053:j 
15.00000 .<JllOiJG 24.0 Uij •J iJ 9e27lJOO -.27£;.44 .06372 
15.00000 .90000 2~>~QO IJfJO y. 3 ;~ 0 0 0 - • 31f~~Lfg .GS805 
15ft00000 . 'J:J t.lOG 2 6 • 0 fi 0 0 fl 9. :.rn ouo -.43C7B .JdH?9 
15 I 0 u 0 G 0. • <JQOOll 2 l o l) (; iJ l} Ll . 9.'dtHtO - ,, sh a3 .0110t.lt+ 
15.00000 • 90 ll 0 0 <:.13 .;JCGCO g. 4e1i o o - • 5 ·~184 • tJ.:3 i'j 1 1s.ooooo ,g:JUiJO 2CJ.Juooo 9.51 iJOO - • !)!)393 .G5S09 

Kl= -.5329520196 

'.> 
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TEMP VELOCITY Tit1E CONG LN<CS-C) CONS::C!Jf IVE 
CC> (Fl"/SE.C> <MIN> <MG/L) D n·F c - ~t: NC E.S 

1 lj • 0 0 0 0 0 .7?000 0 .OOOGO Lt• 0 2 u lj 0 1.79342 
1 1:>.00000 • 7500(1 1.,00Ll\Ll Lt,38i.JOO " 1.73166 aU6:l77 
1'i~OOOOIJ .75000 ?. .. OOOVO {+~7.4!JQO 1.66532 • 065131+ 
15.00000 .75000 3 • o o n o o 5.07000 1.60141 ,06441 9 15.00000 • 751JOO 4,0(.;fJf)l) 5 Q 3 q ;) J 0 1,'J3Lt71 .06669 
j_ 5 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 75 0 0 c 5 • Q L t1 Li O ?.70JJO .t.46 1)57 .06915 
1?.0tJOOO • 75JtJO 6.DOGUO 6,01000 1.3'J12tl .07429 
15.00000 .75\JOO 7.00HGO 6.27!)J0 1.324't2 .06680 
15.00000 .7?00C 13,0fJlrOO 6.520tl0 1,,25~(,2 .068l\\l 
15000000 • 7500r1 9,0GOOO 6.78JJO 1.17865 .07696 -
15.00000 • ?SOOG 10.DOQOO 7. o it 1J a o 1,0<JS?.7 .08338 
15.00000 .75000 11.0CGOO 7.25 i}0 0 1. 02;::·45 a07282 
15.00000 • 7500(1 12 .. iJOtJOO 7.43J00 .95S.51 ' , I) S6'34 
1?.00000 • l S.O D 0 1.3.IJGtJCO 7.6200!) .819b3 .0101rn-
15.00000 • 75000 1Lh0iJ01;IJ ?.7F")Ql.)0 .. 81S7H .uS'Jd':i 
15.0GOOO • 75 Q 0 0 1 .S. ll 0 0 fl 0 7,gouoo • 75612 .06366 
1~.00000 .750 !:i0 :l.6uOGO fJO 8.04000 .6c'3013 .06799 
15.00001) • 75QQO 17.DGufJIJ 13.19000 • 61)971 .07837 
1'3.000QO .75L1iHi J "3. !][. G G u s~ :nJ110 -53L63 .01g14 
15.00000 .75tlfJO ig.fJG•J!ll] 8 0 i. Cj;] Q IJ .45l42 • 0?120 
1?.00000 .7'.JOOO 20oOOOOu B.57000 e37b44 • 078']<:) 
15.00000 .'15000 2 'L . 0 0 0 u c B.G61JliO .31481 .G6353 
15.UOOOO • 7 5 ll Li fj 2 2 4 t) 0 0 c 0 8.?SOUO • 2Lff136 ,Qb7'}? 
tS,00000 .15 000 23.00000 8,85\JiJll .:L6SS1 .U8i35 
15.00000 • 7rj!JUO 249J(Jfjf.:f) Gu93tJO O . ~09531 .Oi'U2G 
15.0000fJ .. 750 0 [i ;25.0GQiJ!l fl.C)i) ;JQQ •041.l'l c.l . ~ t1(t6 r.; 2 
1~.00iJOO • 7S ·J IJ 0 26. fl G fJ G n g .. 05GJ·O - .. 02L2D • iJ f) 8 g-g 
:l. S. 0 0 0 0 0 • 75JOO 21.,ououu 9.12iJUll . -.09431 · ,Q/41.1 
1.5.IJOOllO • l5DOu 2H.!JGtlu1J g • i 8 lJ il 0 -.16?52 .O&r121 
15~00000 o750ti0 29.00000 CJ.23JOO -.22:.:1!t .06062 

KL= - • 4 3 6 6 31, 0 0 4 7 

rn1P Vf.1_ DC ITY TP1E cot~c LN <CS-C> CONSCCUTIVE 
CC> <FT /SEC> OHN> (MG/L) iJIFFt)ffNCES 

15.00000 .. 50000 O,OOOiJO 2. CJ8fJ 0 0 1_,g5:_;03 
15.000()0 .'>0000 2.000011 3.60000 1.86L97 .0920l3 
1::i.UD0 1JO • 50000 4.0COO!J 1-1.1.''id\JU l.77150 .08 ':)1+2 
1s.uaoon • sou \j IJ 6. Li{; 0 0 0 '• • 7 2 111) 0 1 ~ 66 ':!?9 .llH'-:36 
15.IJUOOO .5uJOJ I}. (j {j 0 u 0 5.23:)iJl) 1. 5 (Ji.)62 .t0()')3 
is1.ocooo .i;o1no 10.U:S0 1jQ 5.71.tlUO 1. 1+6Z2 6 • 10 s 36 10 Ej.1JIJOl10 • ?Udl1 fl f2.00!10D 6.14000 1. 3 jb'11 ~ 1 o t1 n 5 
i5~0000iJ .saoun 11+,iJDiJGO s.si+ouo 1. 249g·o .1ua'i.t 
ir.;.00000 • 5 0 ii u l) 16.GGOtiiJ 6,/.18 1.lJO . 1. 14 { 1+ 0 .1U2?J 
15.00000 .5uOOi) 1.3.0 •J OOO 7921000 1.03674 .J.t06/ 
1i;;.onooo .50000 20.n cou o 7.Lt<JOGO .93216 .10457 
1..5.0QIJOO • 50\lOG 22.uoo oo 7. 75000 ~ 824 U1 .11J79CJ 
15.00000 .51JOOU 21.i .• oooeo 7.960UQ ~ 7 2155 ,l)9663 
15.000fJO .?0000 26 .. 0UOtJO B.i.?JUO vb2L58 .1ll697 
15.00000 * 5 \] l) fJO 28o DOOGO n.:nuuo .?3L6:~ • pa 9 95 
15.00000 • 5000G :~o.onuco H.5llOUG • '12':;27 .. 105J6 
15 . 00000 .soooo 3?. .O GO OO a.03000 .33b4/ Q 0i} 1H3 J 
15.tJOOOO .~jQQl)(, 3L+,Oli000 8.77000 .2:H11 .105.36 
15.00000 .?OJOO 36.QijQQO 8089000 .13J..u3 .10J08 
15.00000 .50!)00 3a~J;J0DO CJ.02JGI) • on'} g 5 ,.12108 
15.iJOOOO .SOOOG L+O.OUlOO 9.1Ulu0 -oUB338 • og3:n 
1 5 , 0 i) 0 0 0 .50QiJij 4 (.~. [j [;I.I i.l 0 9.?0fJOQ -,113C33 .102'35 
15.00000 .500!.lD l( I+ • u G 0 G !} 9.27000 -v2741~4 , 0 FHl l.1 
1 13,00000 .suooo J.16.0000f) CJ.34000 -.3?106 .OY6G3 
15.00000 • 50000 ,, 8 • 0 Q f) ( i 0 CJ 6 'i 3 o a o '.'".511..,83 • L:Fl i o 
15oOfJOOO • SO G 0 iJ SiJ.uOQCO 9. 1)lJ(J0 -.653')3 .1431(} 
15.00000 ~50000 5?,:JGuGO g,SS0JO -~73;)97 .. 08004 
1~:>.00000 .su ouo si+ .. 0 1) 000 9.58Jil0 -.7<JB51 • 0 6 4 1)1+ 

1?. 0 0 Oil 0 • Sil 0 G Q :>6oOliOOO CJ.62:100 -~89160 .Q93Qg 
15a00000 .50L100 58.GCOGO 9~(,6000 -o<J9425 .111265 

Kl= - o 3 1 7 It It 5 Lt 5 4 q 
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TEMP VF.l. OC IT Y TIME CONG LN<CS-C> COf~~iECUTIVE 
<C> tFT/SECl (MIN> <MG/L> DIFfERC:NCES 

15.00000 ,.50000 0,.0000:1 2. 93:.J lJ 0 1.96L09 
15.00000 .?0000 2.0COfJO 3.hl}.]L){) 1.35473 .10530 
15.00000 .. soooo I~~ 0 C Q Q 0 ·[}. 2 1Ll u 0 l. 75 lJ g4 .1 038!.l ' 
15.00000 • 5 0 0 0 (j 6 0 fJ ij ll () ll lf. l:l 3 Ji) 0 1. f.iLfo r,o .10228 
15.00000 .5:]1)00 n.ooon n ?.380il0 1.S ~H:i 87 .11179 
15o000u0 • '0 0 i) 0 11).'.JOOGO 5.8401.l l) 1.43270 .10417 11. 
15.00000 .50000 12a0(JDCD 6,23000 1.~nsoa .0977ll 
15.0001)0 • 50 i) 0 [ 14.Q(i(j[I) Ei.aLd;iJu 1. 2 2 i., 8·3 .11417 
15.00000 .500(.lQ 16.0CUiJO 7.0l!J.JO 1.10526 .11557 
15.00000 .501J0Ll 10.00 tJOO 7. 340 l) l) *98954 .11572 
15.00000 .50000 2 0 • tl (j u 0 iJ 7.b4iJUO ~87129 .11825 
15.00000 .SOOOl! 2 2 • (J u Q 0 0 7.910JO • 75142 .119H8 
15.00000 • 50 !) (j 0 24.a11ono B.170d0 .62C58 .13084 
15.00000 .soouo 2G~OL·OOrJ il.35000 .51fl79 .1011a 
15.00COO • 5Lil10t: 2t1.0i}l]i.'J!l a.s10uo .Lt1871 .100Ji3· 
15.1)1)000 .5UUOIJ 30.0uUOO 8. 56 1)() 0 .31481 .10390 
15.00000 • 5 J (J 0 0 32.GGJ GO 13.7CJOlJ0 .21?11 .O<J970 
1500000(} .snnoo 34.0CflGu n.goouo .12222 .OCJ28g 
1s.ooooo • 50JdC: 36.DOOllO '1.02000 .G0995 • 112 27 
15.00000 .5UOO O .:: ::1 . 0000 0 <J~15JJI) -d12783 .13773 
P:>.OOfiJ lJ .?ij!Jijt) tt !l • u G 0 G 0 9.2hOJO -.261 .36 .133?3 
15.00000 .?GQiJ!J lf 2 .. 0 t! Q G L) '3.~~5000 -. :)8?66 • .l2 430 
15.00000 .50 0iJO '+ 4 .. G l} 0 G 0 q.1f1t~JQO -.52763 .1't .197 
15,00000 • 5:J fJ i_l 0 4 6 • LI 0 iJ IJ \J ci.·:;uouo - • G3t1t18 .10125 
1?d00000 .?iJ OOf) L18 0 QCJij(1() g,'36JiJO -e 75502 .12014 
15. 0 1) Ll 0 0 • 5 (J [j (J c 5 G • 0 C 0 l; d rJ~GOOJO ~.84~~-:37 .08895 
:l?.UOOIJO .5001)\l 52. 0 i) fl 0 0 g.;itt!)tJO -094161 ~CJ976L> 
15.0IJOIJO • ~ [JL1J 0 :; L, • D L ,] !J 0 g.670110 -1.02165 .080iJ4 
15.00000 .5J:JOO s 6 • l1 0 1j .J 11 g > t> <) J l} 1) -1.07 158 1 .osi'io 
1s.oooou • 1:>ouuo 58.0uUOO . CJ.71\JUO -1.13943 .06062. 

KL== - • 3 Lf 3 6 Q 2 7 6 6 I+ 

TEMP VELOCITY Tiiff CONG Ul(CS-C> CONSECUTIVE 
<C) (Ff/S EC> C!HNl {1-lG/L) DIFFEREi'ICES 

:t.3.00000 • 5oono 0 ~ 0 I] 0 {j 0 2482000 1.97547 
1s.ooouo .5Ud0t) 2. 0 G ll 0 0 3. l; 1 Ji] 0 1.8%10 .08537 
15000000 .500 -00 i+.uGGGfl '+.OS fJ1}0 1,78842 .10167 
_pj. Q 0 0 0 0 • 5o o u rJ 6 , rJ G fJ :: 0 1, ~sq (1 u u 1.,6'::l3?i3 • 0 9 l1(;4 
15.00000 ~ 5 ii fj IJ Q 8 • \j 0 ~ -~ :; 0 5 • o a o 0 o 1.5g93g • 09 11Ta 1 2 15.0GO(JO • 50 () lJ c i 0 " iJ G lJ U 0 5~ SJOll0 1 • 11 9?. g fj .10S 1-t8 
J.~)$000l)O .StluuO 12a0011tO 5,.<JSOGO .1..i;.0jb4 .OfH ~~ 6 
15.0000(1 ,., '3 iJ u 1j 0 J L; • U (, i] C (l Q.;370Qfl 1.2974.6 .1 0618 
1s .. oooou .SOQCD JG.,Oli UOO 6. l 2 t1 t). 0 1.19695 .10051 
15000000 • 50Ql)Q 1R~Or;Oi10 7.03d00 t.09~01 .09834 
15.00000 .S OiJUcl 211 "0 l! d !:; u 7.:560 00 • g 82 fJ ti .11653 
15.00000 .~001JG 22.0f.·GG O ?~ Ei?OOO .8'?~63 .10245 
15 • Q !10 I) Q .50()00 ;,: '+ • tl i..i I) (j u 7,HL+OOO ~ 783YO • O<J~ 73 
.15.,00iJtlO .50 000 26.0COOO a.o5uoa .6 8:'.-:LU .1ooau 
1 5 • 0 0 0 I) I) .50 000 c~H.OLiOGO 8.23tJUO . ?a719 .09531 
t?.00000 • 50 0 D Ci 30 .Qi_- Q(j!J 3.41000 • lH121t3 .10536 
15.00000 • 50 Q 0 0 ~2.lli.:lt lJJ H.5'.)[JJQ • 3 gz o 4 .09038 
15.00000 .50000 34. 0 c 0 0 I) a.61000 .30748 .Otl4)6 
1.5.00000 .5QCJOO 0 t» • u fj :) u 0 5,7-'.JiJ!JO .21511 009237 
:l. 5 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 5iJ :.] (j 0 :~8.fJ COd O u.'J:J.uou .11333 .1Ui7t3 
15.000 00 ·.50J CO t.:_J ,OIJ!.lvO g.o:sout1 o.ou'-oo .11333 
15.00000 .'30ll0G 42.IJU!OO g. 13 'J [j 0 -.10536 .10 536 
15 .. 00GOO • 5(; (.) ll (l .ti 4., JG Q 0 1) g. ;~ 4 ;J Ll 0 -. 2:1:.,7 2 .13U36 
15.00000 .5QUUO 4 f, ~ 0 (!\)Li 0 g. 34Ll l) l) -.3i'.ll'I&· .13~34 
:tS.00000 .SGOUO 4B~OUJd0 9 0 ld J ;J 0 -.5H8 .3 .t3Y76 
tS.00000 • so o on 5 i1.0 GllG O ci. 511 n .Jo - s r.)31+ 8 8 • 121+05 
15 .. 00000 .5 ouon .?2.000fj0 g. ~ 5 Q 1) !) -~7 3JY 7 .Gg <JJ9 
j 15. o o o o·o .soouo 5 t; • 1 G i:1 0 0 9. ~:idG i)O - .. 79f':S1 . D6454 
15.00000 .?1J ij(j(j So.tJdQGO 9.f)itJJO -.86lSO . o6egq 
15.00000 • 5 0 J J 1! 58.;JC:JGO g.bl+OOO - .. 94161 . 07411 

KL= -.3178184957 



91 

TEMP VELOCITY TIME CONG LN CCS-C> COtiSECUTI VE 
< G) <FT/SEC > <MIN> 01G/L) D I FF E ~ E:: :~ C ES 

15.00000 .500LJO 0 • I) () 0 iJ 0 2.711JOO 1.991...61 
15.00000 • 5 0 0 l) 0 2 • 0 (1 L)(J:.) 3.31..IJJO 1.90509 .08552 
15100000 .50000 It e l) 0 0 U 0 3.IJ3iliJO 1,,E\1645 .0<1864 
15.00000 ~ 50000 6000000 4.Lt!JO:JO l. 72.'Hl ~ 0 G 8 3L• 
1c;;.ooooo .50UOO 6 • 0 u 0 (; 0 4.UCJ:JGO 1.63/05 .09106 
1~).00000 .5 000G 10.o cooo 5.'+0QUO 1.53C.?.6 .t0450 13 15.00000 .?OLlUG 12.ouooo 5.88000 . 1o 1f2311 • to 943 
15. 0()00 0 • 50000 :!.4.00000 6.24000 1.33237 .U907't 
15.0IJOIJO .5llQOU 16.00000 6.810JO 1.22964 .10273 
1?~00000 .~:50000 18.0COGO 6.9'1 cJiJO 1.12a17 .10147 
t5eOOQOQ • 50 u 1.1 0 20.!)0iJ00 7.23Jt10 1.0~962 .098'?5 
15.00000 • 5 o o n c 22uOGO J O 7.02000 ~<J2G28 • 10 9 34 
15400000 • 50000 2th i] u iJ 0 0 7.l9!)00 • UIJblt8 • LU 81 
15.00000 .50000 2().00000 8.!JiOJQ .70310 .10338 . 
15.00000 .500 00 2 8. 0 c l1 !) 0 8.21!)1)0 ~ s 98 8 4 .1042& 
15.iJllllOO .SOQiJO jO~OGu!lO .~.38000 .SU~J78 .09806 
15. r.001ro o 5 fJ iJ I) 0 ~;~on'JOQO 845 ,hJOO • "10~47 .09531 
15.00000 • 5 \)!JG 0 3 ,_, • u !_, u !l 0 5.bdOJO • 3 \h 10 .10536 
15 •. 00000 .5uUOO 36.0 GUOO 13.t\G!JQO .20 701 • uCJ309 
15.00000 .50 0 1JO 3H,OGG(;Q H.92QulJ • UJ 1t 3 6 .10265 
15.DOOOO • 50Ufl0 4 0 • 0 (; c (1 Q '3.02 :):J() .00995 • (I g 4 '1 i 
1?.00000 • 5 ll 1] l) 0 Lil:?.DGOQO 9,L.UQO -.J.!J536 .. 11?31 
1 11.00000 9 5 iJ I) fj 0 t, 4 .• 0 u i) l} () 9.?.3:JlJ0 -.22314 .:!.1778 1s.ooooo • 5 0 0 :l G l+ 6 • 0 (j ij c i.l 9 • ;5 2 G ,) ;J -. 3l+2 49 • 119 .5 5 
1 S • LlO 0 0 0 . SOU110 '• 13 • u u () c 0 g • 3 '·) ~ t) () - • lf Lt b 2 CJ .10350 
t 5 .0tJOOO • 50JOQ 5 fl 5 0 G G Q 0 q,ti ?i.HO -.5L}473 .:J<J844 
1?.'JUOOfl 0 5 J 0 (! •; S 2 ,, lJ L .t1 U 0 l) • t; 1'J ·d u 0 . - ~ GH 1 g .U7.146 
15.0JJOOO .50L~OG S4.0GOIJO CJ • ::; L; 0 U 0 -·. 7L$35 ,,09716 
1.S.OOODO .sooo o 56,,iJr; :J OO 9. 5 r::lUOl1 -.?91.l51 • IJ13Sio 
1 :; • n n o o o • s 0 u !} 0 ~30. ~!CllOO 9.6JJJO - • 'Ht29 .117713 

Kl= -. 3iL•4g1Q2i'1 

TEMP VELOCITY Tii·1 E com; . UJ <CS-G> r;ONSECUrIVE 
<C> .<FT /SEC> CM.IN> <rlG/U OIFFEf~ENCES 

15.00000 ,50iJGO G.onoco 2. 77 0 ll 0 . l.98238 
1~.00000 .~illO!iO 2.ocono 3.35000 1.fi9912 • 0 8 3 26 
15.00000 .5(};)00 't ~•Jn o u a 0 o t; ."3 u DO -1at30f29 .09033 
1t:;.lJ 1lUOO • 5 Q ') L) 0 s .. 00000 Lt • lr 15 !J U 0 l 1 713130 • 0 9 lt 4g 
1.5000000 .so1Joo ll • Ll (:l) 1; u 4.(3/JuO 1.6213"/ .og2113 
1LJ.OOOOO .soooo .tU.OGiJQO. 5. (, !jJ J 0 1 . s;:110 .09967 
E>oDOO!JO .5UOOO 12oOUUuO 5.i17UJO 1~'12?52 .09618 14 
1?. [} Q 0 0 0 .soooo 11, • G 0 D ~; ll 6.22vll0 .1.. 33763 .D8/133 
1'i.OOIJIJO • 50 () J 0 lb,J~OUO 6~5lUQO 1. 24127 .09636 
tr:>~oonoo .~50Lll10 1 5 , 0 0 D u 0 o.B9.JJO 1" i It Lt 2 2 0 09705 
1?.0000iJ .r;1uaoo 20.UGfJDO 'i'.2l000 1.fi.3674 e i.074'3 
15~00000 Q5·)000 2 2. tl 1, 0 D 0 7. 4 ,>) !) 0 0 ~9:5bQg .10J64 
15.00000 • s u u no 2 4. o :: o a tl 7.72000 .8.3725 .u9885 
1 '.:i • li u t1 0 () .;>JOU;J 2b.OOiJOO 7,tJ3000 • /L,j gtt ,,19531 
1.5.0llOOO .5JOOC 28.0 C!JflO 8. l ~) 0 !j 0 • Gl1185 .10008 
15 .• 00000 • 50000 30.UUlliO 8. 32 0 \) 0 ~ ,::5649 .10536 
1 5 • f) 0 0 0 0 .50000 .32.0Qe!JO 8. 1, 7 0 0 0 .. 44l+69 .09181 
15 .• LlOQIJI) • 50 0 i) 0 3 l+. 0 u ll G 0 8.niLiuO .35~66 e '.)9 1ttJ3 
15.0JOOO . 5tJOOO 36 ~00000 8.r:~JOO • 2 62 3 6 .08829 
1 ? e 1) IJ 0 (}O .5 ()()00 3 n. o u 1J o u 8.8GOOO .1.5700 ~10?:~6 
15.0LJOOO • 5UuDO L10~0CllUQ 3.97000 .OSh2l .0'38"13 
15.i) t)l) OO .50JOO 1-+2.Jlji]JfJ 9.071100 -.Lllt<..82 • IJ0,909 
15.0 0000 • 5!) 0 0 0 L>L•oGCliLO 9.17auo -.10l.82 - .110;1J 
15.00080 .suooo 46.00tJOO 9,26000 - .. 26136 .110?4 
15.00000 • 5 0 ;J 1.J c 48.0GOOO 9. ~ 4 0 ll O -.37106 010970 
15.DOOOO .50000 so.00000 9. l ~ 10 u 0 · -.£+/604 .10697 
15.l)OOIJO • s u on o 5 2. 0 0 fi G 0 g.47J(;0 -.57YB2 .10178 
15.00UO.D .?OJO G l?Lt.IJOGiJ') g.r:i:tGOO - • ;:.:;;:;g3 .J7411 
15.00000 • 5 0 t.J :'_! t} 56.or;noo 9.56Jl)0 - • 7 551) 2 .lO:lU 
15.00t)OO .soouo 55.0GO.JO 9. 6(] 0 u 0 -.8Lt3':l7 .08895 . 

KL= -.304831981'~ 



92 
TEMP VF.LOCITY TIME CONG LM<CS-C> (:OMSECUTIVE 
<Cl <FT/SEC> < t1I N) <MG /L> U :er: F [ ,~ENCES 

15.00000 .35000 O.OD OG O 2. !t 8 l) 0 0 2. 0 21 5 5 
1s.ooooo .35 0 00 2.oo ou o 2.9 200 0 1~96150 .. u6ll05 
15.0 0000 • :) 5 I)(] Q lt • 0 G •J Ii Q 3 • .33JUO 1.90 2 11 ~ J5g~)g 
1 5 • 0 0 lJ 0 0 .3 1:J Q0i) s.uooo1J 3. 71 Ji) 0 1~81:,~. 72 .05839 
1S.OfJ :JO O . 350 00 BoOIJOOO 4 • .l1 UOO 1~ l'/8 34 .06538 

15 15.00IJOO • :Ei !) tl 0 1U,OCJ GO '1. ?0dOO 1.71L19 .06815 
-15.00000 . 3500 0 12 .. 0GO iJ O '• • d 8 ;J J 0 1. fi3':J ll0 .07119 
1 5 .00000 .:5 50 00 .14.00 t1GO 5. 2 1.JJO 1.5727 7 .J6622 
15.0UOOO .~~suoo 16.f)OQuO 5. :>0ll!J O 1.~;u72 .,0 6205 
15.00000 ,3 :)1)()0 18.vfJOGO 5.7 .~:HJJ O 1. 4 1tl;;g2 .0638il 
15. 0000 0 . 35 illJO 2 0. 0 tHi DO_ 6 • Q L}:J U Q 1,3 fJ 379 ~0&313 
15.IJ flO OO , :_~5UU U 2 2.0 0UJ O· 6. 2HtJ:.i O 1.3 21. 16 • 062 iii+ 
15.uU OOO . ::: lJuOG 2 4. i) O iJ G 0 S.?.1.GO& 1.2se 1-t6 .06329 
t 5. 1] 0 0 0 0 • ~5'.J110 2fi,U fltiiJ O Go/ l1fl O 1. 1q i.J8t;I .06?57 
1 5 .!J0 (1f1 0 .35000 28.00QOO 6. l.l4.Jll 0 1'1 2·b17 . 06 212 
1S.Jl.IUOO .3SJG O 3J.iHIJUO 7.li'OQO 1. [) :50 8 2 . 0·1735 is .o on oo . ~<?00 0 32.0IJll GO 1. 37JO O • 9i'IJ 33 • fJ725iJ is.u oo oo • 3?0 tJ 0 3t~.Q(j!)fj Q r ,, (; ?J a o . 90G 16 .u7816 
1. 5 • l) 0 0 (J 0 . ··~ .::;ooc ~~6.IJfjQi;(J 7 .7t}:JO O • 8 11s8 7 • D5 4 29 
1 5 .0 0000 ,Jsnoo 3 1-i " J (J 0 c I] 7 • :\ c:; ii 0 0 .77932 • u 6 651t 
1~.0 000 0 . 3'.JUOG L; rJ , LI (! G 0 {) 3.113000 . 6')315 .01'5618 · 
1 s . ooo oo . ;;; 5000 t+ 2 ~ 0 i': 1) G '} (\ • .i. LH) 0 0 • b3f,58 .05657 
1?~ unoo o • :~ ::> o o o 11 lh 0 (; 0 1JO 13.24000 .. '?~) 222 • J 5 ,, 36 
J.5.00000 .~55 0:30 It (1 0 U !) t) •J 0 n.:ssviJ O • ~;1n7 g • 0 63 1+2 
15. 000 00 . 3t:; oou !t 8 ~ ~ 0 0 J LI a. '·f2i"1 u ll • 4 702 3 .G L+256 
15.00000 ~ ::) s a o o 50.:H GC O H.s;2JJO .41211 .cf>1+12 
15 . 0 0000 . 35iJ iJI) 52.0fJ!)(itJ {) ,.6!J '.)00 .3~> 767 ~ 0 5 4 '+4 
t5,1JOOOO . 3 5lJOG 5 4 ~ [JC- iJ 0 1) 8.l>90tJO .'c~'J26 7 . 065Q J 
15.000UO • .::iS 1j UO SfJ.OuiJOO 8,761)00 ,.23':h)2 .OS365 
l5.UOOCU . 3SU OO S8 .0 G·JJ O H.l:l3JOO .1 82 32 ~tJ567ll 

KL== -.2ooo ga0J ol 

TF.M P VELOCITY TIME C(3 MC UJ <CS-C> cnN SECUTIVE 
CC> <FT/SEC> <MIN) <MG/L) o u:FEREMCES 

1 ii . OUOOO -.1 0 JOO 0 .0001)0 2.160il0 2.0E> 3 06 
1'?, UIJtJO O .10000 5 • 1) l! !l 0 l) 2.nlJUQO 2 .. GwS5 3 .0 5 753 113,ooouo .iLlfJC(J 1 (j • 1) ij u 0 ll 1.r;t,i]Q IJ i .. 9t.;1. G2 ~ IF)3g1. i?.o oo no .1.00l)0 1 ~) , u (; 0 (; fJ 3 t 1+ ;j !) 0 Q 1., fl /<JL;. 7 ~ =J •.)215 
15.000 0 0 .1u (J UU 2 0 • l) cf) 0 11 3.8601)0 .1.l.lH11+ 5 • Q(:1 3J1 

16 i 5 • l) 1)0 0 !J .1u ouo 2 <) • l) : ; ii ;j iJ !+.2'.JiJ1)0 1 ,7S 4 40 • ;)'.) 205 ' 
1~;.oo:Joo • 1 0 Q () r; jQ . LlUlJG O l} • c i} ·,) tJ 0 1. 6'iL 94 • 

1Hi246 
15.QOOOQ .1 1JlJOO 35.000CO I~ • tJ .l fj U I) 1. s:;,:-;i s • OS :::J /8 
15.00000 .tllJO O t1() 0 1}iJi)[;O 5~? ,~:10 0 .1. 56 ·'J 6 2 • tJb454 
15. 1)00JJQ .1 00 00 '~ :; • 0 0 D G 0 5. 'YJ:J Jl) 1 • '.i 0 t, \) 3 • Q ') l+ C) It 
t5.0000Q .l DOO u ~>!l. OCOGG 5 • l <:.J ,) t) 0 l • 4 't L+ :5 G ~00gs1 
15.J OOO O • .tuoou . ss .. ocueo 6. G40·j 0 1. :rnz 1g . OG0 17 
1 5 .00000 .t lJO OO ~1 0.0 00 00 6. ?.13:.JOO 1.~2176 • 00;.~q4 
15.0fJllflO &1U UO O b !5 a O fJ 1) O O 0 • L1 .:} U tJ L) l. 26f; 95 • oi;:~.,1 
1?.'.)0000 .1J iJOO 70~ll ui1CO 6. C) 7J:JfJ 1.21 1 94 • :J?5i.l1 
15. •JOOOO .1 0000 ?5.!l LiJO O b. ~ll ;~,J O 1.1 5i.:S 7 .06137 
15,00000 . 1o uno 8 0 • 0 () 0 0 u 7.0 5JU O 1o fJ<J l92 • Q!.JtiS5 
15.00000 .10000 es.o r:oo o 7 ~ 2 J '.) iJ 0 1. 02~6 2 • i.16230 
15.0000U . i.o ooo 9lJ.OlHiJ U 7,t+ OCJOO .. 96bga • Uo2o4 
15.000UO ,1 fJ0 00 CJ?., O G 0 u 0 1~ :;·.:.ou o • l)042 2 . OS 2/7 
15.00000 .1 00 00 10t.'f.OQUCQ 7. 7t1U :JO • iv~.s 13 7 .o~->a35 
15.00000 .10 0 00 10~>.0GGCO 7. bSiJO O ,7(CJJ2 .06054 
1!i.OOOOO .101JIJO 1:!.0.il GOQ O' l.':J9 oJu O . 1'129 5 • iJ 6 6 3B 
15.0QUOO .1 'Juoo i 1 ~:; 0 0 0 0 l) 0 8$ t2u.j0 .64/lf] .0653? 1s.uoooo .1 0 iJDO 1 2 0 ~ u G. 0 0 ;J 8. 2?.J u 0 .S~J3 J3 . t15.Htl 
t 5.00f)0 0 .iOOOG 1 1-~?.00 0 00 Bo:.5 Si0u0 "5.i079 .07453 
15.fJiJOOtl .10 iJtJO l:3Q. 1JOGGO 8,. L16llO O ' (I 'j :!._ lj J3 . 06 772 
1::;.or1000 .10000 t:Vi , 0 '.! (J G 0 i3 • ~) ij tj Ll 0 • ~.) ':':k lJI.+ .. :) 5 903 
15.0000D .1 GQO fi 1!+0.00QfJ,) 8~ b 4JOO • .32<:130 • 0 6 2 i' !. ~ 
15.00000 .1nooo 11tS.Ou :J DO . 8+ "i 10 UO .27763 .1J51S? 

KL= -. 1)760823393 

, 



93 
TEMP VEL. OCI TY TIME CONG Ul<CS-C> CONSECUTIVE 
(C) <FT/SEC> 0-:JN) <:iG/U D I Ff E ~~ E NC ES 

10.00000 .soouo 0.00000 2.87000 2.12823 
10.00000 . soooo 2.00000 3 •It 7 Q 0 tJ 2 • 05Lt12 .07411 
10.uoooo .50000 4.00000 4.09lJUO 1.97.t.30 .082132 
10.00000 .50000 6 • i) 0 0 0 0 't ·• 7 3 i) lj 0 1.87794 .OCJ33o 
10. 0000 0 • 50 0 l) 0 13100000 · S,26000 1 ~ 7931+2 .08451 
10.00000 .SiJQOG :ttl,,OOOCO .5.l6i)QQ 1.70c56 .08686 
10.00000 • 50 J 0 0 12~iJOOOO 6.i"JllOO L 62531 • 0 5125 
10.00000 • 50001; 1 4 • o c a c o 6.61!][jQ 1.53902 .013030 l 7 
10.00000 .suouo lb.00000 6.ggl)(JQ 1.45395 ,085tJ6 
10.00000 050000 1a~OOU;)Q 7 .::550ll0 .t.36609 • 0 8 7 86 
10.00000 .. SO;Ji)[j <~G oOOOGO 7.f.J.9dlJO 1.27530 .OCJ073 
10.00000 .50QUO 22.00000 ll.03000 1.17557 • 0 g g 79 
10.noooo • 50000 24 4 I) 0 0 i) 0 B.300'.lO 1o08H56 .fl8701 , 
10.QlJOOO .SDOOO 26.,1)(, 1)1)0 R.58l.lQO •I 98954 .09902 
10.0LlOOO .5UOOG 2l3.00CiCO 8.UiHhiO .C:J0422 .08532 
10oOOOOG .50000 30 90iJ OOO <3.03000 .80648 .09774 ' 
10.00000 .5!)000 ~5 ;.~ ~ (J r, 0 0 0 9.20::Jll0 • 72-,55 .07893 
10.:JOOOO .r)UQOO ~5 ! f • a o on o g,3BuDO o63E:58 .Ol1097 
10.0llOOO .?0000 36.'IGOGO g. ~j 3 Q 0 0 • 5'? :3 89 .08269 
10.00000 • 50 J 0 (l '3 8 • iJ G IJ 0 0 '3.b5;.JijQ ,<+8243 .0714& 
10.oooon .souoo 4 ~) ~ [ j 0 0 0 0 g,, /8ihl0 .39078 .08365 
10.00000 • 5tJOOO 'i2oOGOOO 'J.g1000 .30748 .09129 
10.00000 .50000 '·~L;..01;000 10. Li 2\JOO • 22~)14 .08434 
10.00000 .50000 4G~OG0 1JO 10.l20ll0 .13976 .08338 
10.00DOO .50000 I+ t\ ~ iJ G U 0 0 10.23\.100 ~ G3922 • 10 a 54 
10.nuooo .50ll00 5i},Q0000 10.32000 -.05129 .O'J051 
10.00000 .SOJOO S?..,OOllOfl .l 0 • '+ 1 1

) 0 0 -., i.5u d2 .09953 · 
10.oouoo ,!:)!)()()0 ~; l~ ~ J I) u (i 0 UJ.t+odUJ ·-" ('. 3? 72 • Od49·J 
1 0 • 0 1"! 0 l} 0 .'JIJOOO ~; Fi " 0 G 0 G Q 10. ') 7 J 0 0 - •. )'5667 .120 ':15 
1D. fJ fl OU O .soooo s i.i ~ I) 0 0 0 IJ 10.63 iJOl) -.44n2<J .08961 

KL= -02728914635 

TEMP VELOCITY ftME CONC LN <CS-C> C !J ~· .JS Er; UT I VE 
(C} < F"f/SEC l <MIN> <MG/L> 0 I FF EREt~CES · 

10.1)0000 ,51JOOO o.oe:ooo ?..?20Q!) 2 .11~:; g 3 
J.0.00000 .?Ll\JOO 2. 1JUfJQO 3 •. 3 /~ i} J l) 2.01uo? .07528 
10. ll IJ 0 0 0 .?OUOO 4,tluOOO 3.96000 i~9 U9 2A .08141 
ii.l.00000 • ') I) Q l) C 6 , c e 1u fJ l+ .. ::; '> 0 J 0 1. '-JiJb53 .JJ26/ 
1\Jof.IOOQO .5 00U !l 8 • 1j 0 l] u u ?. Q7iJOO l ~ i3 2 l, s 5 .JLl2D3 
1 0 • 0 [l () 0 0 0 s 0 0 L1 0 10.oo oc o :.>. ',i8iJUO 1 ,, 73871 .085134 
10.00000 ~ s !J 0 0 0 . i c 0 (l 0 [I JJ 0 f.i.01~000 1.65441 • 08430 
10.00000 "50000 1 1'1 • lJ c 0 l) 0 6 0 Lf8QJO 1. 5of: 53 .08783 18 
10. u 0 '10 0 .? lJOllO ir).011000 G.ll6!Ju0 1. 1t8387 .05?.66 
10.ooouo .50000 18,'JGOull 7.;~30t)J 1.,:19624 ~nHi63 
10 • lJ t1 0 0 0 .'.3JJUO 2 0 • !) 0 0 rJ 0 7.5'1000 1.30291 .ag::;33 
10.00000 • 51) ll Q 0 c'Z.QOOGO 7.':JiOUO 1.2119't ~ogog"I 

10.noooo .~iuOOO 2 I+• J (J 0 0 0 8.l9iJOO 1Q121}g3 .05101 
10.00000 .?LlOOG 26.0GOOO 8. lf 51) u 0 1.03b74 .08819 
10.0 0 000 • 5 \l 0 0 c ~2 8. O CO G O . 8.G9Jll0 .'34"179 .08895 
10.unooo o~ii)QOO 3 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 3.CJ2000 .85l11+2 ,Q9JJ7 
10.00000 • 50000 32.00000 9a120u0 • 7 65 4 7 .08895 
10.00000 •

1:50 uOU 3lhiJDGOO 9.320UO .6&783 ~ 0g1£>4' 
10.0!JOOO • :JO n 0 0 36.00uGO 9 • L: C) 0 l) Q .5/{,61 .09122 
10~00000 .50000 3 13 ~ 0 [i 0 0 0 9.f,/000 • t1 7 L 0 0 .10661 
10.00000 9 53000 11u.OGDOO 9.UOQOO .38~?.6 .0847<t 
10.00000 .SiJJOO 't2.UOOOO 9.'J30LIO • 2 '32 0 7 • 0 9 2 5g 
10.onoou • 50 0 l) 0 l1 l1 • t) C 0 G 0 1 0. 0 t+O IJ 0 .20/U1 .08S6b 
10.ooouo .?0000 l.iuaOCOOO 10.1 '50ti0 ~lJ.333 .og35g 
10.00000 .50000 4a~ ~10000 10.2-3000 .O~~Y22 .07't11 
10.00000 • ~i tl!JOU !)[).00000 10.:.$2000 -.0~;1zg • 09tJS1 
10.ouooo . '.JOu OO 52.lliJlJOU 1 () • 1, 0 J 0 I) - • 1~S2G .08791 
10.00000 .501JOG St; .OOOCO 1 G ,, lf 8 0 u 0 ··.23Sl2 .n<.JG4o 
10.00000- • 50 0 0 0 5(1.()(1000 10.:; 7000 -.~.Jl?Uil .120'35 
10.00000 • '..iiJOOO 5a. u 0000 10ob6JOO __ ,,g430 • 13 7 62 

KL= ~.2781287174 



94 

TEMP VfLIJGITY TIME CONG UI ( CS-C > CCH!SEC'.JTIVE 
CC) <FT/:)EC) <MIN> U1 G/ U DI;:: FE:< t: NC ES 

5.00 0 00 .90000 0 o D 0 rJ G 1) '+.31dGO 2.13771 
s.00000 .9 DO OO 1., 1J OOOO 4. ii t 1'J Q 0 2.07hCJ4 ~nr,011 · 
5,00000 ~ qno oo 2 .. \l 0 ,; G tl 5. 2 ,, 0 0 0 2.02155 .J553<J 
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5.00111)0 • 'JO QI) G l4.ll(i008 q • ') [i 1) :J !) l. j_l}(,27 .07"/88 
5.00000 .90000 i 5? !; 0 fl() 0 9,L\J.JUO l.091Y2 .07435 
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· KL= -.272824-0780 
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TEMP VCl..OCITY T Tt1E CONG LN<CS-G> . CON'.:. r: CUT I VE 
<CJ <FT/SEC> rtHN) O·l G /L) 0 I FF E i ~~:NCE ~ 
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5.00000 •
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5 . • DllfJO O .~>OilOO ;:~ !LOOOOl) 10. <l 3 ll 1} 0 • 6 72 g4 >07547 
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5 • I] Q 0 0 0 .5 'J iJOC ~itJ .0000] .U..670GO • 11:: :n .10981 
5.0DCJOO .~:iGO:jQ 5?ctlliOOQ J.1.7<JJLiiJ O.,OOLiJO .11033 
s. onua o .SiJOOO 5 1... ~ J c 11 f.i !) J. 1 • 9 :1. u !) 0 - '1. 27 8 3 • 12 '/ 8 3 
5. '.JOOO O • so 0 0 0 ?C·~:JDOt10 1.1 •} crno iJ t] -.21i:72 • u 8 ( (\!:) 
5.0:JOOO • 5 :) 0 0 0 sa.,aoouo 12.050Jt) -o3Jl11 .0903t> 
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TEMP Vi:LOf;ITY TH1E CONG LN <CS-C > CONS EC UTIVE 
<C> <FT/SEC> (MIN> CMG/l > OIFF ::.::«t:MCES 
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a 

c 

cs 
CA 

C',C1,c2.c3.C4,C5 

D 

DE 

DG 

DM 

Di 

E 

f 
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TABLE 7 

Nomenclature 

specific area, defined by As/V. 

horizontal projection of actual surface area of gas-liquid 
interface. 

actual surface area of the gas-liquid interface. 

remaining biochemical oxygen demand. 

ultimate first stage or carbonaceous biochemical oxygen 
demand, 

concentration of dissolved oxygen, 

concentration of dissolved oxygen at saturation. 

defined by: CA = A
5

/A
0

• 

proportionality constants. 

defined by: D = Cs - C, dissolved oxygen deficit. 

eddy diffusivity of the gas through the body of the liquid. 

molecular diffusivity of the gas through tne gas film. 

molecular diffusivity of the gas through the liquid film. 

an effective diffusivity. 

rate of energy dissipation per unit mass of water. 

rate of energy dissipation per unit mass of water near the 
water surface. 

friction factor. 



q 

k' 

K' L 

l/KL ,l/KL ,l/KL 
C S T 

L, L' 

i 

m 

n 

N 

p 

R 

R' 

gravitational constant. 

is the mean depth of the stream above extreme low 
water level in feet. 

mean depth of the stream. 

first order BOD reaction rate constant. 

von Karman's constant. 
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mass transfer coefficient for oxygen into water to the 
base 10 and base e, respectively. 

overall mass transfer coefficient for oxygen into water to 
the base 10 and base e, respectively. Defined by: 

Kz =KL As/V. 

apparent mass transfer coefficient for oxygen into water 
calculated on the assumption that: A = A . s 0 

resistance to oxygen transfer due to the surface film of 
clean water, due to the surfactant layer and the total 
resistance, respectively. 

effective liquid film thickness, and the apparent effective 
liquid film thickness, respectively. 

Prandtl's mixing length near the surface. 

mass. 
2 _ Ms 

surface compressional modulus, defined by: pV - ~ • 

a constant exponent. 

Manning's coefficient for open channel flow. 

surface pressure, defined by p = a - a'. 
0 

x 

the total resistance to oxygen transfer, equivalent to 

l/KLT" 

hydraulic radius: ratio of cross-sectional area to wetted 
perimeter. 



Re 

r, r• 

s 

t 

T 

u 

u 

y 

x 

Greek Symbols 

0 

C1 

C1 I C1 
' 0 

e 

'\) 
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open channel Reynolds' number based on hydraulic radius. 

rate of surface renewal, and apparent rates of surface 
renewal, respectively. 

open channel friction slope. 

time. 

temperature in degrees Centigrade. 

velocity in the direction of bulk flow. 

average velocity in the direction of bulk flow. 

vertical component of eddy velocity. 

root mean square of the vertical velocity fluctuations. 

distance in the vertical direction. 

"depth of surface region" -- where resistance to surface 
overturn exists. 

coefficients used in multiple regression analyses. 

shape, and velocity profile factors, respectively. 

density of water. 

surface tension. 

surface tensions ov contaminated and clean portions of 
the liquid surface, respectively. 

temperature coefficient, defined by KL 
T 

kinematic viscosity. 
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